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Texas Board of Water Engineers
This publication contains records of wells, logs of wells and test
holes, and analyses of water from wells in Castro County, Texas. Records
of a part of the irrigation wells listed were obtained by J. W. Lang
and W» L. Broadhurst in 1937 in connection with the regular cooperative
program of ground water studies in the Texas High Plains by the State
Board of Water Engineers in cooperationwith the Geological Survey of
the U. S. Department of the Interior. The records in most of the county
were obtained in an inventory made by the Work Projects Administration.
This survey (Work Project No. 12205, District 17, Lubbock) was started
November 15, 1938, and completed April 14, 1939, with Mr. Lloyd Ryman
as project superintendent* Mr. J. W. Lang assisted in the supervision
of the project*
The analyses were made by chemists employed on Work Projects
Administration Project No. 10443 under the direction of Dr. E, P.
Schoch, Director of the Bureau of Industrial Chemistry, University
of Texas, and E. W. Lohr, Chemist of the Quality of Water Division
of the Federal Geological Survey. The Bureau of Industrial Chemistry
furnished laboratory space and equipment. The analyses in this release
are tabulated in parts per million. A number of these analyses are also
given in milligram equivalents per liter for the convenience of those
who prefer this form of expressing the quality of water.
This release was typed by typists employed on Work Projects
Administration Project No. 10443.
The records serve as a guide to land owners, well drillers, and
others who need information regarding we^ls, the depth to ground
water in different parts of the county, and the quality and chemical
character of water yielded by the wells. They afford a basis for the
more intensive investigation that is now being carried on by the State
Board of Water Engineers in cooperationwith the Federal Geological
Survey. The purpose of this investigation is to determine the dis-
tribution and extent of the available ground-water supplies, and the
safe yield of the underground reservoirs. Two preliminary papers
by Walter N« White, W. L. Broadhurst, and J. W. Lang on ground water
in the High Plains in Texas have already been issued in mimeographed
form, and a more complete report is being prepared.
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Records of wells in Castro County, Texas
(All wells are drilled.)
(See "Logs of ¥" P« A* test wells" for records of test wells.)
I I I INo. Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner ! Driller Date(Depth Diam-
frani tion | com- of etor
Dimmitt j pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
I [ I (in.)
r 16-£ miles' 172, B» S. &F. Summerfield — Old ' 1201 —1 northwest cen.SWjj; blk. M-7 Public School j __
2 do. 172, ' doT f" " — "' r- — ' 122" 10 "
.HEJSWJ . ! k 1
5 do. 11, W. A. Odell L. L# Cannon | Tim MauJc 1937*" 220
~
16
iNW|S| | blk. B i
! !, : i ,
41 do.
''
11, "do." do. — } — . 11l" 6j NBM: ■ [
5 14i miles 161, : B. S. &F« ! Mrs. Alice ! — !1938 1 I4o"~ 10'■II ! !j northwest RS^SB-t- b^llc. M-7 j Monday I j6J..16 miles 159, do. J. A. Pitman j" Jones & 1937 j 200 15
northwest SEJMi£ Evans |
__j L_J I I7 do. 150, do. B. M. — — 153 16
IMVjMJ| Wiltshire

















) I j[£l ! g #̂ | „„. 12.9371 2.937I—l 15\s^mk\ 1 j L_J13 14 miles | 115, do. Y. 0. Hodges \ L. 1111s j1937j 1937 ( 172 J 14
northwest!Sl|NI?& I
! ! i il.
I ! ! !lil| J i !
'
14! do. | 106, do. J. N. Benson j — — i 91! 6
ISW^WJ: j | I ; I L -
15
'
134 miles! 116, do. IJ. E. Andrews |A. B. Hayes 11937 j — j —
|northwest j MfcNV£> j I j j I L__
16 jl3 miles 1 127~ |" do. jH. D. Robbins { — — j 70; .6
|northwestISE^SE-j- 1 1 | , \ !
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp, top of pump base or
■ bottom of discharge pipe*
b/ T, turbine; C, cylinder; Of, centrifugal; 1-1, windmill; 2, electric; G-, gasoline; 0,
diesel; Ng, natural gas; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
4
Records obtained by Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by
Joe W» Lang of the Texas State Board of Water Engineers.
{Chemical analysis of water from these wells are in the table of analysis.)
iHeight ofl'Water level
'
No. jmeasuring Depth|Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
j point belowImeasure- and of graphic
! above measur- ment power water situa- j
ground ing point b/ c/ tion1 (ft.) a/1(ft.) j ;_; _ I j _
1|
— 1 105' d/ C,W P aentle j
Z~ 0.3 109.9 ~Dec. 19, C,W D,S Flat jSupplies water for three families in
J 1958 _ jSummerfield.
5
—
103 d~r~ T,G, I Gentle [Estimated yield, 600 to 900 gallons
50 slope ja minute. Irrigated 145 acres in
j1937,j 937, 180 acres in 1938. 200 feet
|of 16-inch casing; 115 feet perfo»
4" 2.4
~
103.9 Aug. 19, C,W N Slope jLocated at west edge of rated.
1937 |Summerfield. f/
5" 1 83.9 Dec. 8," C,W S Flat jSteel casing.
i 119581 1958 , |"6 ' 3.7 127.8 Sept.l6, T,Gr, I Top of jEstimated yield, 750 to 800 gallons
1937 56 ridge a minute. Irrigated 220 acres in
11937, 430 acres in 1938. 15-inch
land 15-inch steel casing, top to
7* 1
~
120.3 Jan. 3," T,G,*~ I~" Flat 111 16-inch perforated steel j bottom.
1939 45 icasing, top to bottom. 3-stage
pump set at 160 feet; 10-feet of
8 1.8 73.4 Oct. 28, T,G, I Slope Estimated j 8-5/8-inch suction pipe.
1937 40 yield, 800 gallons a minute. Irri-_ , gated 240 acres in 1937. 15-inch
9
~ —
80 d/ C,W D,S do. jLocated near I steel casing. tJ
.j£y__^-^L eJL_.^
10
— j97 ~EJ" T,G, I do. iEstimated yield, 800 to 1,000 gal-
50 lons a minute. Irrigated 415 acres
in 1937; 295 acres in 1938. 12-inch
steel casing, top to bottom; per-
forated below 80 feet. 3-stage
pump set at 125 feet. Water from
11 0.5 99.7 Oct. 28fT,G, .
" —
Top of Irrigated f fine-grained red sand.
1937
—
ridge 40 acres in 1937. 12-Jr-inch steel





do. None H Gentle Filled and _medium grained sand.
slope abandoned when visited March 5, 1959.
13 1 93.3 Jan. 3, T,G, I do. Estimated yield, 800 gallons a [_£/
1939 90 minute. Irrigated 320 acres in 1937:
235 acres in 1958. 168 feet of 14-
inch casing at top; perforated be-
low 85 feet. 4~stage pump set at
140 feet; 20 feet of suction pipe.
14 1 74.7 Dec. 14, C,W D,S Flat Steel casing.. 1958 1 j
15
— — — —
I Slope Not developed when visited, Nov.
I J25, 1957. Water from fine-grained
16 1 56.9 Feb. 25, C,W S do. JSteel casing. Located j red sand.
1939
i
iV mile northwest of Frio Draw.
c/ I, irrigation; D, domestic; S, stock; P., public; Ind, industrial; N, not used.
d/ Water level reported*
c/ No water sample collected for analysis.
tf For additional water levels, see TJ. S. G. S. Water-Supply Paper 840, water levels
and artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1937, pp. '387-88.
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Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
No* Distance | Sec- Surrey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Diam-
from tion com- of etor
Dimmitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
. 1 , JinO
17 15 miles 116, 3. S. & F. J. S. Andrews
— — ' 44 6
northwest HWfoSSg blk. M-7 , ____
IS 11^ miles 118, . do. Frio Public" — — 74 ~ 5
northwest KB^NBS^- School
19 12 miles 117,
"
do^ I S. B. Oglesby — 1904 70
northwest SlirjzcSWj; _ __ j __
20 10 miles' 97, *' do. I A~. 0. Hawks R. Brazil 1936 120 14*"
northwest HB&pjj
1 1 j




28 11miles 103, do^ Mrs". 'C.. F« — — 72 ~ --
northwest SStMEJ: Gallaher




30 do. do. do. do. do. "1935"" —
31To miles 7f, "do. IT.L. Sparkman -r" 1934 140 14~
north SE|-SWj Jr.
32 10-^- miles 8X do. W. A. SpringerX""b. Hayes 1930 126 16~
north M'feMlJ: . , ; i















A.~B. Hayes 1935 165
3§ 'i.2§ miles 105, doT J. E. Andrews "do". 1937 170
northwest K2~S¥j





105, doT H. F. Benson"X"B. Hayes 1937 169~~T6~"
northwest SB^MiJ
38" 14 miles 106^ do^ E. M. Potter
— —
35
north NSxlflSg .. „ v._u._ .
39 13-|miles 93, do. H. C. Doak |
north NWJj^ I .
40 10^ miles 51, do. W. Wi Adams
"





Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers«
i
jHeight ofI Water level { ' I
No. measuring jDepthJDate of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
point |below [measure* and of graphic
above measur- mentipower water situa-
ground ing point b/ c/ tion. (ft.) a/, (ft.) i , ______
17 2 21.4 Oct. 20, C,W S Bottom Steel casing. Located in Frio Draw.__ 1957 of draw
18 1 oTe 66.2 Dec. 13, C,¥ N Flat Steel casing.
i'
'
| 195919" — 66 d/ " C,W D,S * do. ~ No casing. Reported strong supply._ _ _____ _____
_.
Qeritle irPigated 200 acres in 1937 and 1938
1936 85 slope Perforated steel casing. Pump set
at 90 feet; 10 feet of suction pipe._ _ __ _______ __
«
Top oF~"Estimated yield, 800 f See log, f/
1937 90 ridge gallons a minute. Irrigated 150
acres in 1957; 200 acres in 1938.
14-inch steel casing, 68 to 164_ ' feet. Pump set at 100 feet*




75 d/ ""None N~~ { Slope
"
Located 8 "feet'west of well 30.
~30 «-- — 71 t7g~ I dcT. IrrigatedT507 acres in 1937.
|50_ |
" __
31" 3.7 61.2" May 26*7 T,E I Top of 1stimated" yield, 1,000 gallons a
1936 ridge minute. Irrigated 244 acres in__ 1957. 14— inch steel casing. __/
52 0.5 65.2 May 28,'~T,G I Gentle Estimated yield, 1,000 gallons a
i
1956 slope miH?^*_ Irrigated 82 acres in 1957.
35
— ~so |7 ! T,.G-", I Flat "Sstijnated yield, 800 ]No casing, f/





T,G, I do. Re- .[-irrigated 250 acres in 1958.
60 ported 20 feet drawdown after pump-
___^ ing 850 gallons a minute for 36
55
—
80 d7 |T,G,~~ I Top of Estimated yield, 800 gal- 1 hours.
ridge Ions a minute. Irrigated 75 acres
_^__j
in 1957. Water from fine-grained
36 1 80.7 Jan. M, T,G,
"
I Gentle Reported 22 feet, draw-j red sand.
1937 j 60 slope down after pumping 800 gallons a
minute for one hour. Irrigated
196 acres in 1937; 125 acres in
1958. 125 feet of 14-|-inch per-
57* 1.5 82.8 Nov. 25, T,Ng, "~ I Slope Estimated yield, | forated casing."
1957 50 800 gallons a minute. Irrigated 349
acres in 1957. 14 feet of 16-inch
cabins at top;118 feet "of 11-inch.
perforated casing at bdt'tom*- Vfeter
, | fron fjj-ie-grain-ad red sand.
58 0.5 31.1 Feb. 22,f C,W D,S
"
"do. Locate"d"500 feet east of "draw.
1959 j
39 1 66.2 Jan. 3, T,G, I Flat Located near Frio Draw.
1 1959 80 . i
40" 1.5 64.2 do. T,3, I Top of Estimated yield, 800 gallons a
25 ridge minute. Irrigated 580 acres in
1957; 190 acres in 1958« 90 feet
of 16-inch steel casing. Is north
well of three wells*
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Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued




No. Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Diam-
| from tion com- of eter
Diramitt Ipie- well of
ted (ft.) well__ I ,(in.)
4112 miles 83, B. S. &F. G. C. WestcoatT Bishop & -1937 175 TM




~"dol Dr. B. M. --** ~ 115 *" 26
SEjNWj Puckett
I
i -.. . ... . . , .___-_ _______________
42a do. 72, do. "J. J. Perkins T~* — — I — —| MJrSWJ , . , [ 1 _
43 j11^- miles 73,
~
do. T% L. — -- 81 "* 5
Inorth m^rnb a Quicksell ,"~44^ "doT j 73, ' do. Mrs. M. Ritch — ~1937 170 16
45 12 miles 6IJ ~"'""doT Dr* B# M. ¥i D* Muncie 1937 158' W
north SWjM^: Puckett
i
■ ■-■ -■■■}■..■■. t
46 7.J- miles 54, do. Edwin Mauk Jim Mauk 1937 175 1 14
north, SWj^Wj:
i
47 12 miles 50~ dol H. 0. Simms '--" 1938 132 —
north Mj-M-Jg j ;
48 10-g- miles 30, do.. > J. M. W-".bT Muncie 1935 162 16
north Nl^MJg Richardson
i
52" 7^ miles 1^ blk. M-10A C. G. Maples dol T935" 170"
northeast F/jjMB;
, I j | „
53 9§ miles ! 52, I B- S. &F. IW. A, Hunter do.
—
135 ! 16
north is^^'^ | blk. M-7 :I " .-"--■
! I1,1 | i , I .54|12-g- miles! 49, j do. L. Olson — McDade j1937 l 154' 14
north jMir®! 3:! ' j
I I I !
55" 12 miles I 6^ j do"^ R. A. Gilliam |
~ — BIT
■north !S7ftlNlW?: I | I | - j
8
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryraan, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the




Ho. measuring Depth jDate of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
point below]measure- and of graphic
above measur- ment power water situa-
ground ing point b/ c/ tion(ft.) &/ (ft.)j , |
41
—
75 j TJ T,G:, IGentle Irrigated~~2o~o acres in 1937, ligl
slope inch casing, surface to 140 feet;
11-inch casing, 140 to 175 feet* 2-
stage pump set at 120 feet; 30 feet
j of suction pipe. Struck water at
~^2 0 77.6 Apr. 28~ I:T,G, I Flat IEstimated yield, 1,200 L75 feet,
1936 70 gallons a minute. Irrigated 255
i acres in 1937; 425 acres in 1938.
1 i 90 feet of 26-inch perforated steel
42a





~45 ! 1 75.2| Jan. To*,~ None" \ "~N Flat~
"
Steel casing, top to bottom. Family""
\ j 1959 uses well about 75 feet to northeast.
44;
— — F — "~ — I Gentle""* Irrigated 232 acres in 1937. 170
j : slope feet of 16-inch perforated steel
| i casing. Pump set at 110 feet; 50
45 j — — — — I do. Irrigated { feet of suction pipe.
340 acres in 1937; 190 acres in
j ■ 1958. 15-inch perforated steel cas-
46I~*1
~*
4 76.1 Oct. 26, T,G, I do» Measured | ing top to bottom.
1937
— yield, 1,130 gallons a minute. Ir-
rigated 80 acres in 1937; 108 acres
in 1938. 170 feet of 14-inch casing
perforated below 70 feet. Pump set
at 110 feet; 16 feet of 8-5/8-inch.
suction pipe. Water from fine-grain-
47 j 2 68.1 Jan. 6, T,l], I do. Not completely |ed red sand.
J 1959
—
developed when visited, Jan.6,1959.
48~j TTB" 65.4 May 5,~T,G, I do. Measured 33 feet drawdown after
| 1936 90 pumping 692 gallons a minute for 29
hours. Irrigated 430 acres in 1937;
185 acres in 1938. 16-inch steel
casing. Pump set at 90 feet; 20
feet of suction pipe. Struck "Red
52" 0.5 72.1 Dec. 1,"None N Top of Reported" "1Beds" at 160 feet, tj
1937 ridge yield, 500 gallons a minute. No
casing. Reported abandoned because
■ insufficient water for irrigation.
53
*"
1.5 59.5 May 28, T,G, I Gentle Measured 24-;; feet drawdown after
1 1936 90 slope pumping 955 gallons a minute for 58
hours. Irrigated 740 acres in 1957;
585 acres in 1958. 16-inch perfo-
rated steel ca-sing, top to bottom.Sj
54
— 80~ | d/ "" T,G, . I do. Estimated yield, 800 gallons a '
50 minute. Irrigated 250 acres in 1937.
14-inch steel casing, top to bottom.




\ tion pipe.! , 119581 1958 1 j j
9




No. Distance j Sec- |Survey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Diam-
from tion j com- of eter
Dimmitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) -well
I | I , I (in.)
56 11^- miles] 16^ B. S. &F. Harry Vincent ' — McDade 1936 150! 12~
north NVJ^RSj blk. M-7
57" 6^ miles | 33^ i~~~ dol E. S. Ireland ~ "6Td 100* i|
north ISVftSE^- 1 m , _1
58 2J miles j 2/ j. J. T. Tucker, ' — j ~ — 173] 1J
northeastjSW^Nvr^ j blk. L-2
~
59 11-| miles " %9~, fB.S. & F.,
~
Ben Finegold W. D. Muncie 1937 1401 15
[north NSJrKEft | blk. M-7
60 11miles 16,
""
"do. — Stevens — "1938 75
.north ,S^:SW± | ;
61 10-g- miles 29, do. Ozro Stephens — "1937 " 140
1 north SSWJrSOTJ | 1 __j _





63 10 miles ! 37, j
'
do. Ben Finegold
— — I 45 ~8
north iHßfeß^ 1 , 17l|Qi miles 10, j dol ! — " — 1938 22" ** '
northeast S^MJfj- j t





77 7-|- miles 12, | B* S. & F., -- — — 74
north STftNljfe j blk. M-7




Wayne Carthel 1 Wayne 1937 j 132] 14~
north SVfeSW^ , Carthel . j
79 6£ miles 34,
""
dol F. L. Pinkert Bradford 11931 1938 " 181j IT"
north SW|-SW| j Supply Co.
I
i
80 00l 55, ] do. E. B. Wright \ -- -- 2Oo] 14"
SEJS?fe I I I
81 6 miles lj jJ. T. Tucker, "H. T« Maxwell |w. D. Muncie 19371 190 j 14
north SWjNWj j blk. L-4
I I
i !
L t I , ■ j j .. ,
82 do. 4, I do. do. — 1938! —
ISIfeNSJ: j j I
83| 6^- miles I 56, J B. S. & F., L. E. Stone W. D. Muncie 1937 ! 191) 14~
north ISWferai blk. M-7i "■ !
I I
8417 miles 56, j do. R. s. Daniels I do. 1936; 158|
--
Inorth S\]fsmh \ [ I j85 7f miles 54, do. Log Renfro j Jim Mauk 1937' 150 X 3
north MtaF^ I iI I ■
I I L__
10
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J» Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe I.Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers*■
jHeight of Water level j
No.|measuring Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
| point below measure- and of graphic
above measur- ment power water situa-
ground ing point b_/ c/ tionj (ft.) a/ (ft>) _
56 6 ~74*8 Jan* 11, T,G,
~
IGentle Estimated yield, 800 gallons a
1937 90 slope minute.- Irrigated 210 acres in_ 1957; 185 acres in 1938. 12-inch





58 1 154*1 Dec. 2," None N do* Do.
I 1958 __
59" 1.5 83.9 Nov. 20, T,G, IGentle Irrigated 260 acres in 1937. 15-
1957 90 slope inch perforated steel casing*
60" — 61.3 Nov. 16," C,W "" S Flat Reported strong supply.
1958




55 TJ HS,W P Gentle
slope
63"" orß 40*1 Feb. 22/ C,W
—
do. Located near sink*. [1939 I




69.4 Nov* 28, C,W S Flat Located slightly east of well 52-
. 1938 |
77 0.5 63c6 do*- None N doc No casing*
78 175 72.7 Dec* 17 None N Gentle Irrigated 105 acres in 1938. Water "
i
1957 slope from fine-grained red sand.
79 2 85.8 Jan. 6, T,G, I Flat Reported yield, 1,000 gallons a
1939 85 minute. Irrigated 225 acres in 1938.
16-inch steel casing, top to bottom;
, 70 feet perforated. 3-stage pump
80
"




100 ~&/ T,G, I""Gentle Estimated yield, 750 gallons a
90 slope minute. Irrigated 205 acres in
1937. 144 feet of 14-inch steel
casing at top. Pump set at 130_ feet; 55 feet of suction pipe.
82






T,G, IGentle Estimated yield, 600 to 700 gallons
40 slope a minute* Irrigated 475 acres in
1937. 14-inch steel casing* Water
from fino-grained red sand.
84
~
4.1 84.7 June 10, T,G, I do. ""Estimated yield, 800 gallons a
( 1957 40 minute. | Irrigated 410 acres in 1957.
85' 1.5 66.5 Oct. 26, T,S, I doT 'Measured' yield, 1,050 | See log>
1937 40 gallons a minute Irrigated 100
acros in 1937; 124 acres in 1938*
15-inch stool casing, top to bottom;
perforated below 70 feet.- Pump set
j at 110 foot; 50 feet of suction pipe.
11
Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
! . I j __
Mo. Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner | Driller Date Depth|Diam-
from tion com- of jeter
Dimmitt pie- well ! of
ted (ft.)iwell
_ » I j(in.)86 7^- miles 35, B. S. &F.; E. S. Ireland S — —. j 73! II
north SW|SEf: blk. M-7 j | |
90 8gmiles Wt I do. ~ t~~ ~ 1938! 6§l rT"
Inorth MyjrHSJ:. j | } 1
91 dol I 58^ doT P. H. Dyer L. Ellis 1937 j 150 jl4s^jswj I II iI " . 1 |||
92 9 miles 58^ ! do. . Ben Golding Bishop & 1937 160 j 16~
north NSg-NES- I TJhitman |'! . i
r , j _L. I




north ISWfe^j: j j
94 do. 59^ r do. F. E. Hunter — 1937 — j —
95 10 miles 52, \ do. W. A. Hunter
—
1938 j 60|
north .M^HSfe , j |_ "
96 10Jmiles 51, do. "~W. W. Mams — Old 63 j —
north NVftSWJr '. ; I ■




98 11miles 82, | do. — -~ — ;'Lakel —
north S^jmi , » J
99 10-g- miles 81, t do. W. A. Springer V.""— — 72] —
north NKftETOft j I I I
100 do. 81*^ I doT I T. L. "■ Jim Mauk 19331 107 |16WsBsEf I Sparkman ('. ~ I j
101 9 miles 7S~t
' ~~*~doT j F. J. Axe KB. Hayes 1937! 1501 14
north SEfMtff I ! I"
! ; I I
1 \__ j
102 10 miles I 81, | do^ jW. A. Springer '7J. D. Muncie 1937 j 152 j 14
north Wfm?- I | IIi ! !I I i i IL^_ !| i 1 L103 10 miles I W, I do. | Jim Golding i do. 1936! 148 j 14
northwest! SssMh (■■ | \ \.. i M :I : ! 1 i \ s
12
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers*
Height of Water level
No. measuring Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
point below measure- and i of graphic
above measur- raent power water situa-
ground ing point b/ 0/ tion(ft,) a/ (ft.)l




61.8 Nov. 16, None ~N do.
1958
91 5 69.6 Nov. 22, T,G, I Hilltop Estimated yield, 800 gallons a
1937 85 minute. Irrigated 134 acres in 1937.
105 feet of 14-inch steel casing at
bottom. Pump set at 90 feet; 46
feet of suction pipe. Water from
92 1 57.4 Mar. 21, T,E, IGentle Reported ) fine-grained red sand.
1939 40 slope yield, 1,130 gallons a minute. Irri-
gated 150 acres in 1937; 83 acres in
1938. 16-inch perforated steel cas-
ing, top to bottom. Pump set at
120 feet; 20 feet of suction pipe*
___^
Water from fine-grained red sand.
93
—
49.9 Nov. 16,| C,W D,S Flat
1958 I
94
" -- 66.6 Nov. 22, T,G, IGentle Estimated yield, 1,100 gallons a
1957
— slope minute. Irrigated 180 acres in 1937;
95
—
52.4 Nov. 16,"" C,W D,S Flat ] 570 acres in 1958.
1958




None N do. Located slightly southwest of well
40.
98
— — — —
S Sink Area of lake, about 1 acre. Catch-____ ment area, about -g- square mile.
99 0.2 62.5 Jan. 3, C,W D,S Flat No casing. Located about 200 feet
1959 northeast of well 52.
100 1 68.2 do. T,E, IGentle Reported 22 feet drawdown after
50 slope pumping 692 gallons a minute for 132
hours. Irrigated.41 acres in 1937;
210 acres in 1938. 16-inch steel
. casing. Pump set at 100 feet*
101
"
1.5 62.5 Nov. 22, T,G, I do. ""Reported 25 feet drawdown after
1937 50 pumping about 850 gallons a minute
for 700 hours. Irrigated 275 acres
in 1937. 14-inch steel casing, top
to bottom; partially perforated.
Pump sot at 90 feet; 50 feet of suc-
102 0.5 67.4 Nov. 13, T,G, I do. Estimated yield, 800 j tion pipo«
1937 60 gallons a minute. Irrigated 220
acres in 1937. 80 feet of 14-inch
perforated stool casing at"bottom.
3*-stagG pump set at 100 feet; 60 feet
of suction pipe. Water from fine-
__^__»____ _»_-________
grained **£& sand and honeycombed
103 1
"
69.4 May 28, T,G, I do. Estimated yield, 750 gallons | rock.
1936 50 a minute. Irrigated 277 acres in
1937. 60 feet of 14-inch perforated
steel casing. 3-stago pump sot at
[ __ j 1 120 feet; 57 feet of suction pipe*
13
Rocords of wells in Castro County
— Continued
No. Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Mam-
j from tion com- of ieter
JDimmitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
____, ! , Kin.)
104 |9£ miles 80, ' B. S. & F« , Frank Woodard W. D. Muncie -- 140 I --
jnorth syfemfe, blk« 1.1-7 ___







— ~ j 67~ ~Inorth MftSVg; _L_ |_
112 J7 miles MEjNli^ Jose Maria Leal, -- ; — 89 4[northwest blk. 5
HF1 dol Nlps" do. J. S. Smith
' -- ~1926 100 if
114 6£ miles SEjNEj do. J. T. Hill L. Ellis 1937 180 14~
northwest
'
115 doT SE|mJ dol W. L. Brawly — Cook 1935 210 16~~
"""116 7f miles SWjNWf do.
'"
W. H. BrssGanon — Grimes -- Ml 4~
northwest ■ .
117 18 miles 99, I B*. S. &F. H. B. Medley L. Ellis 1937 166 16
northwest S¥|:SW| blk. M-7
_—
— — , .. , . . ______ |
118 8-|miles 100, do. H. H. Frye
northwest SWgSWjr
119 9|miles 98, do. Ed. Mayer — McG-ahee 1938 160
northwest M?jNTft
120 10 miles 101, do. 3. 0. Dixon do. 1938
northwest M¥iIH5^
121 do. 102, I do. ' John H. Green 1938 I 176 —
SE<6lfeI Burnett Machinery Co. [122J doT ~20, j' " do. — Herring I L. Ellis 1937 165~^ 16~|SEJ6WJ:| | Est. __H___123 do. ;"■ "1, S. S. Evants sur." — " | — - — j 108 6|MfeNE^|
i |
1241 12 miles 124, 'B.S. & F., W. T. Cox --" | ~ W —
northwest NW^Mf I blk. M~7 | 1
128 » 13 miles 140, "do. 'W. H. Fuqua, | " — — S 43| —
northwest NE^Jtfe| Inc. J_ j
129!13imiles 162, j do.
"
"~T H. E. Minor j
~ —
1938 j 3 ~
m





"""doT |J. C. Curry" j
— —
) 63! 5SWJMftj I I j j"
131 14 miles 168, !
"
■ do. I do. — (1890! 60~| 6
{northwest SWi^SEJ: I j I
132 I3f miles 167, j "d^ I N. H. Flory""" j
" — "— j 95 j 4j[northwest|MPmjl ! __] j I
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp, top of pump base or
bottom of discharge pipe.
b/ T, turbine; G, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; WV windmill; E, electric; G-, gasoline;
0, diesel; Ng, natural gas; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
14
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of'Tn'e IBAd
-
Texas State Board of Water Engineers.
Height of Water level ]
No. measuring Depth!Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
point below]measure- and of graphic
above measur- mont power water situa-
ground ing point b/ cj tion
(ftQ a/ (ft.)|
104 4 71.7
'May 28~7 T,G, I Gentle Irrigated 413 acres in 1937. See
i
1956 -_- slope log. .










None N Flat Obstruction in well prevented mea-
. surement of water level.
113 1 90.9 Feb. 7, C,W D,S do. Steel casing,top to bottom.
.1959
114 1.5 116.2 Nov. 22, T,G, I Top of Estimated yield, 750 gallons a
1937 50 ridge minute. Irrigated 160 acres in
1937; 384 acres in 1938. 14-inch
steel casing, top to bottom. Pump
115
—
144 |7 !T,G, I Flat Reported yield, ~f set at 140 feet.
50 600 gallons a minute. 16-inch
j steel casing, top to bottom; 35 feet




1.5 92.7 Nov. 22, T,G, I Gentle Estimated yield, 800 gallons a
1937 90 slope minute. Irrigated 200 acres in 1937;
235 acres in 1938. 16-inch steel
casing, top to bottom. Pump set at
120 feet; 28 feet of suction pipe.
Water from fine-grained red sand and
118
— — — T,G, IFlat "Thoneycombed rock.
119 5 71.2 Jan. 9', T^G, I doT . ~"~~
1958 r-
120




80 d/ T,G, I Flat ■. Estimated yield, 900 gallons a
80 minute. Irrigated 185 acres in 1938.
122 1 86.9 Dec. 1, — I Top of 16-inch steel casing,! Steel casing.
1957 ridge top to bottom; perforatedbelow
123" 0.2
"
103.2 Feb. 15, None N Flat
"
Wood casing at sur^- water level.
1959 face.
124 0.5 66.8 Dec. 14, C,W S Near Located near dry lake.
1958 sink
1281 6T2 5S,3!Feb. 21, C,W | S Near
| 1959 draw
1291 2 84.0) do. T,G, I Gentle
slope




30 d 7C,W" D,S Near Located near Frio Draw.
| draw
_________«_______»____________>_«____
13ST 1.5 j 85,5! Dec. 87 C,W D,S do. Do-
j 1958 1 , 1 j
c/ I, irrigation; D, domestic; S, stock; P, public; Ind, industrial;N, not used.
d/ Water level reported.
c/ No water sample collected for analysis.
t] For additional water levels, see U. S. G. S. Water-Supply Paper 840, water levels
and artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1937, pp. 387-88.
15
Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
No. Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Diani
from tion com- of eter
Diromitt pie- well of
| ted !(ft.) well, _ , [ 1
i
(in.)
133 15 miles 3, "7. A. Odell,
— — — 99' —
northwest Mj^TC^ blk. B_ _! __ _ i
134' 14 miles 2,
""
~"&o~. "~ | R. I.Rule ■— Jones 1939" 216" —
northwest jE^SE-^
m
_ j f .
135| I3jmiles 1, do. Lawrence — — 111 4iJ
northwest SB-MSj: Lillard~
136 13 miles 77^ ;cLoT " jA. G. Abbott r^~
—
! — 124 4
I northwest W-gWg; I ! i :
1371 12 miles 7, I do^ !l-I. G.BehrendsJ" — T^ 130 ' 5~
northwest NW^BJr [ \ j
138|12-£ miles 10, It.*"t.~ Jovgell sur.IJ. J. Harper! — ' — 174 5
west HEiSSJ: { l_ | _139 10J- miles Nwjwwf I A. Taylor, |A. Taylor ~j "" — ' — 172 4
northwest j blk. 490 j !




west MfeWri- |"144! 5 miles "kvJsSfylldeTj. Pde« Judge — Buck -' ' — — ' 192 5
northwest [Villegas, blk. 6 Est. 1
145 5 miles NW^J|R7Williams, j
' I — j1938' 1631
west [ blk. 7 j | j
146 3j miles
""
SSjNEj i Mde. J. Pde. j Susie A. |
— J19301 178 4£
northwest (Villegas, blk* 6 1 Dennis 1
147 4 miles ~B^jJ. T. Tucker, jD, S,» Bruton j Geo. 1922 172 of
northwest NW^NV^1.- | blk. L-5 !____ j Turentine""
1481 2-J miles 2, j do. jj. G. Hastings!" — I — 169 ) 5 "
north SEJrNE:^ | j 1 ■ 1 { 1
152 3| miles 2~, | J. T, Tucker, |G. J* Dieter j
~ — |— I IBT 4-V
north SE^SE<;| blk. L-4 j | [ 1 ,
153 4J- miles 7, |J. T. Tucker, |F. J, Leiner 1
~ ~ I — 133 5
north Mff^SWr: | blk« L-l |, }
154 do^i ' 2, 'I'J. T* Tucker, IG. J. Dieter ! A. 0. 1938 220 j 14~- 1SWJj3?^r j blk> L~4 . I , I Campbell 1
158 5-g- miles 5, |~J. T. Tucker, jjT W. Godfrey j
— Jl9lB 115




Green 1938 250 16
SWjSI/ft ! jMachinery Co.I j
, I i- I j i i160 5 miles 2, | " * " &0...& 0... ": [Federal Farm &| — — j 1151 —
north SW^NWj1;1 ;Mortgage Assn. j | i
164 3f- miles 7, j blk. M-10A ! Mrs* J. C. | ~ I— ! 137 4^
northeast MjjiSl^:! j Montgomery j j j ,
168 3t miles ] 29, \~~ do. |G. C. Johnson |
" — j— ; 165 5
_^
east ISvftS^ j | | |174| Ifmiles lot 14,1 blk. M I Mrs. G. B.
' —
|~ I 165 4
northeast.Mfe^| ! Hackleman j | |
175 1mile lot 7, | do~i ' iW. R. McElroy !
— —
| 180 5
east STJ^SW^ 1 | J i
176 fmile |lot 5 ," ,
*
do. jF. D. Eaken j -^ j— | 174 4j-
southeast im^S?^ ; | [ j ■ ! _^'
177
'
doT I 16V ! blk. M-10A ;Roy Hackleman j ~^ \-Z~] 177 j 5, Ikh^ms^l I 1 } I j
16
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers. ,
Height ofj Water level 1 I
No. measuring Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
point below measure- and of graphic
above measur- ment power water situa-
ground ing point b/ oj tion
(ft*) a/ (ft.) \
133 0.2 93.71Dec. 19, None N Flat
"
Located near Parmer-Castro County
1938 line.
134 2 96.3 Feb. 21, T,G, I Gentle
1939 85 slope
135 0.5 97.2' do. C,W D,S Near " Steel casing.
, __J-_§^®
136" 1 1112.0 Dec 19, C,W D,S "Flat Do.
1 1958 i
137 2 119.5 Feb. 19, C,W D,S,P do. Water level measured while windmill
1959 pumping. Furnishes water for Ranee
138 2 164.5 Dec. 19, C,W D,S do. Steel casing. "~|^School.
; 1958 __





164 d 7G^W D^S dol 8 feet of steel casing at top.
144 1 T5O """I? C7i D,S Gentle
~
' ' ,V"i ■
"
slope
145 1 149.2 Nov. 26, C,W D,S do. Steel casing.__ 1958 __
146 1 163.2 Feb. 7, C,W D,S Flat Do.__ 1959 I
147
"
1 152.1 do. C,W D,S do.
"
Steel casing, top to bottom.
148 2 136.4 Dec.
~
C,W S Gentle Steel casing.
1958 slope
"
152 1 155.0 Mar. 5, C,W D,S do. Do.
1959




140 17 T,G, N Flat
"
197 feet of 14-inch steel casing
85 at top.
158 0.5 99.2 Feb. 22, C,W D,S do. "20 feet of steel casing at bottom._ 1959
159 1.5 "106.0 Jan. 6, T,G, I do.
"
Estimated yield, 800 gallons a
1939 85 minute. Irrigated 290 acres in
1958. Steel casing, top to bottom.
160 1 110.5 Jan. 50 ,"" G,W D,S "dd.
1959 I m164 0.5 116.1 do. C,W D,S Gentle Steel casing.
, slope _____
168 1 146.6 Dec. 15, C,W D,S do.
"
Galvanized casing. Located 0.2
1958 mile southeast of lake* __
174
"
1 145.5"Dec 6, G,W S Flat
"
Galvanized casing., ,1958 I




176 1 1166.21 166.2 Mar. 2,- C,W I D,S Gentle Do.
1959 slope
177 1.5 167.9 Mar. 1, C,W D,S do. Steel casing. Located -g- mile east
[ 1959 | , I of sink.
17
Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
p . . , I , .
No. Distance | Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Diam-
from ! tion com- of ete-r
Dimriiitt | 1 pie*- well of
ted (ft.) well
1 1 (in.)
182 1^- miles 21, blk. M-10A W. A. Wright — — 200+ "4§
south NEJrNYJ1- __
133 1mile } 17,
~
do. "Mrs. W. A.
"
Geo. 1925 178 6_
<i
southwest NE^Slfe Murphy Turentine
184 mile 26, | do. — — 1938 161
west jSE^SE^
185 In 25, 'l "do. City of **Dn I19291 206 16"





A- B. Hayes 1937 243 14~
187 mile lot 21, blkTlff Burlington — — "" — ~
north SWfeEJ I R.R.rlBB||r
188|| mile 23, i do. C. A. Youts * — 1938 176
j northwest SEjrSE^




1 west KSz-HEf;; Hastings
196a3-g- milesL 31> L.T. A. Thompson,
— " —
1938 200+ — "
| southwest! WJ-m-hI T-4199' 5^- miles 2, 'c.L. & R.R. R.R., J. T. Smith
"
Roy McElroy 1928 174 5
west KSJSE^ blk. 0-3
___^_^_201!6 miles 339, ' S. K. & X., John C. Holmanj — 183T
east NEftNEfe blk. M-6 |
202111miles 222, | dol 'Frank Huseman — Old 126 IJ
east M^MBJ!:I \ | __^
203111-j- miles 217, do! jB. Decker Est. — Old 122 i 5~
jeast SE^SW^ I I I
204 j6f miles 10, [c.L. & R.R. R.R.,
— — — I 198 ' T~
jwest SS^SEJ:, blk* 0-5 t




8, do. "A. J. Peacock — I — 154 6
|southwest SErffEJ:; _
211|9 miles 19, do. Mrs. M. T. j — j
—
140 ! 5"
! southwest SEjjjffEfr Mcßoynolds j
212 j 8-3- miles 17, do. lirs. Lottie j « I — 183 5"__ Iwest Wsms:\ Lust j |_ ,213J9-J- miles 28, do. E. R. Rothwell Geo. 1917 240 4;>
jwest SEjSEib ! Turentine
214; do. 2^! do^ IJ. H. Workman I
— —
1601 4~
: SEJrMft I j I
2151 lOg- miles 29, "do. I.C. Benton — — 154 5
iwest SE^Sv^: | { j
a/ Measuring point was usuallj^ top of casing, top of pipe clamp, top of pump base or
bottom of discharge pipe.
b/ T, turbine; C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; W, windmill; E, electric; G, gasoline;
0, diesel; Ng, natural gas; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
18
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers.
[Height of 1 Water level "T" "1
No. measuring Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
point below measure- and of graphic
above measur- ment power water situa-
ground ing point b/ _c/ tion
(ft.) a/ (ft.) 1 ,






2 171.2 Feb. 6, C,W D,S do.
"
Steel casing, top to bottom._ 1939
184
—






T,E, P,lnd Flat Reported 15 feet drawdown after
25 pumping 75 to 100 gallons a minute
for many hours. Reported yields
about 400,000 gallons a day in sum-
mer and about 100,000 gallons a day-
in winter. Pump set at 200 feet.
186
*
1 156.7 Dec. 13, None N do. Crooked hole. Filled and abandoned




Supplies railroad storage tank.
1959 --
188 0 160.7 Nov. 26, None N do. Located at southwest corner of
1958 garage.








160 d 7C,W D,S Flat Steel casing, top to bottom.
201 5T6 153.2 Jan. 26, None N Gentle Steel casing.
1959 slope
202 1.5 105.4 do. None N Near Located 0»4 mile south and 0.6 mile







Located 500 feet south of small lake.
lake
204 1 179.7 Jan. 24, C,W N Flat Steel casing.
1959
205"* 2 172.6 Dec. 9, None N do. Do.
1958
210 2 114.6 Dec. 10, C,W D,S Near Galvanized casing.
1958 lake
211 1 117.1 Mar. 16, C,W N Gentle Steel casing. Located near sink._____ 1959 slope




155 d/ C,W D,S do. Steel casing, top to bottom. Struck





146.5 Jan. 21, None N do. Steel casing.
_>_ 1959
215 1 2 130.6 Dec. 21,| C,W D,S do. Do.
[
j [1958 1 1 I
qj I, irrigation; D, domestic; S, stock; P, public; Ind, industrial;N, not used.
d/ Water level reported*
c/ No water sample collected for analysis.
f/ For additional water levels, see TJ. S. G. S» Water-Supply Paper 840, water levels
and artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1937, pp. 387-88.
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Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
IIT~i! i i i "No. I Distance | Sec- j Survey & block Owner I Driller Date Depth jDiain-
| from ! tion j J I com- of jeter| Dimmitt j " pie- well j of
j j = ted (ft.)(wellI I j I 1 I (J3T.)216| 10 miles | 27, 3.L. & R.R. R.R.,1 Geo. A. Geo. — ' 274] 6*"'west SlfeSWjj blk. 0-5 i Bagwell ; Turentine j , \
253J 13 miles j 326, j s7 K. 5c X., j F. J. j — Lynch 1901 435
| northeast! NffjfoaEg; blk. H-6 Hiltbrunner \2581 15g- milesj 276, I doT I Callie "**" ~ — — 380*) ~
northeast)SWt.KE£; __ Robertson j: ___
259 14-g- milesj 247, do. 3. L. Davis !'■ — — 198! 5
|northeast NW^NV£ I , ; i j
260 12-£ miles! 288, do. S. W. Kinney 'i ~ I i 1791
~
northeast! SEJ^Ef:I ' ,_ __ , 1251| 10 miles 329, " ~tiol FMts. Clarence | LeoTlcDade j 1917 400 j ?P
j northeast SlTj^l'fe |___ Byrnes _J__ , 5/8
2S2| 9y miles 351, do. j "Mrs. R. W. "f~ "firs Mauk 1934 75
, northeast! HEsffllj-: j Gilliam
263 8* miles ! 332,
'
do. J. L. Krumrn :
— —
55 6
1 northeast! MV^'j^: .__„__ ,
2631 7^ miles j 333,'"! do. doT
'
| 1451 ~- "
1 northeast!M^Slfe j j j j 1
269; 7 miles 334, j doT S. H. Noble I "ZZ |HI 1021
~-
I northeast, SB^SEf: | j
270! 6§ miles ! 334, do. Mrs. L. A. ! H- 108'!northeast;Sl^SWf:| Womack | |
271j 6 miles | 335, | do.
"
J. P. Sharp
' -^ j — j 138! ~-~
| northeast! W^mi: i | j |275J 6 miles j 337, do. 3. Ramey — ] — 167* 6~"
least iM£SW±, j j





— I 19041 149*1
least ll^gW^Tj [ 1
27"?! 4i> miles ■ 343, ! doT
'
P. J. ;--.' |" — 170 5
I east |SE^S^r j 1 Woolridge . j |~~ 279| 6 miles I 338, ! "doi ) Acker Bros. "~" '~*" -- ~ | — "'" 167 5'
j east |SEJiSWn , , I 1280J 5^ miles I 339, | do. 1 J. A. Acker « | 176| igleast |Nl^.:f:| I ] j
281] 6-|- miles ; 302, j dbl | Acker Bros. | ~^ } 172 4
j east I SWJM'f; , i j___ I |282] do. | 304, do. Frank Annen Conrad " 1924 " 150 if
I jSEfjSy^:) | Schulte | _
283 8 miles ! 297, j doT jRaymond Annen IRoy llcElroy 1929 160 4^
east IJ>s:::N3f:| L__ j
284j do. ■ 295, j do. jH. T. Bartlett j
— - | — 123 1 T~
IS&SS:;:I j j . I , -
2851 10 miles
'
255, [ do. A. M. Bachus A. B. Hayes 1935 220 16
east i'SWjSSJi
I ;! !: I !
, I i j ;
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipo clamp, top of pump base or
bottom of discharge pipe.
b/ T, turbine; C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; 77, windmill; H, electric; G-, gasoline;
0, diesel; Ng, natural gas; H, hand; number indicates horsepower*
20
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W« Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers»
:Height of; Water level j j
No.!measuring; Depth:Date of jPump j Use j Topo- Remarks
j point : below;measure- j and j of (graphic
I above j measur- merit power*water situa-
! ground I ing point | b/ jo/j o/ ition1 (ft.) a/j (ft.)" . j.. ......i216] — j 163 ; d/ C;W !D,S IFlat Tsteel casing.
_p
__ ,
235-~ |^ C,W jU,S Gentle
| j I slope
258i
--
\ 300 ! d/ ' C,7J ' D,S 'Flat 'Reported strong supply.| 1 | ~ | 1 .
2591 1 |185.8j Jan. 19,| C,W D,S do. Steel casing, top to bottom. Re-
1 f j1939 ported furnishes water for about 280
260 j
~
164.4!Nov. 28, C,W D,S do. Reported ") cattle, sheep and hogs*
i i1958 well sometimes produces sand.
2611 ~ I230 "1 |7 C,¥
'
D,S Gentle Steel casing, top to bottom. Re-
j j slope ported struck weak supply at 80 feet.
262 0.5 "| 59.2 jJan. 30, C,W D,S do. "No casing. 'Located 4* mile north of
___J ;1939 lake.263] 1 j 43.11 Nov. 28, C,W S Near " Galvanized casing.
| | J1938 , ! draw _
268
— j125 ! dy*""" I C,W | D,S Gentle Located about J mile northeast of
I 1 _j slope sink.269 "^ | ~ I II None j N I «■ Dry hole.
270" 1 101.1Mar. 18, j C,W ""~N Gentle
'
.
j1939 I slope __.
2711 ~ 125%31Nov. W,Y C,WjS* IFlat
■ J . 1958
275
~ —
148.9! do. C,W S do. j Steel casing.
j ! i , t —~ —276! — -- C,W D,S | do".'" Do.
L 1 | 1
277 2 1150.7' Jan. 19, C/W BfBB f8 Gentle Steel casing, top to bottom. Re-
1959 slope ported strong supply.




Steel casing* Water level measure-





157.6 Feb. 10, C,W S do. Steel casing. Water level measured
I j1959 while windmill pumping slowly*
2811 2 153.1! Dec. 67 C,W D,S do. Steel casing. .'1 |1958 , .
2821 ITi 139.2}Mar" 6, C,W D,S Gentle Steel casing. Water level measured
, 1959 slope while windmill pumping slowly*
283
— j134j 134 d/ C,¥ D,S Flat Steel casing, top to bottom. Water
j i | j from white sand. .
2841 1 109.2 Jan. 9, C,W D,S do. TSteel casing".
| 1 j1939 |
285 1 126 IJan. 6,"" T,G, IRidglj [Estimated yield, 350 to 400 gallons
i1939i 1939 60 laminute. Irrigated 42 acres inj 1937; 12 acres in 1938. 16-inch
j perforated steel casing, top to bot-
j I torn. Water from sand, 135 to 153_ j j j ' I I I feet. Struck "Red Beds" at 220 feet.
c/ I, irrigation; D, domestic; S, stock; P, public; Ind, industrial; N, not used.
d/ Water level reported.
c/ No water sample collected for analysis*
f/ For additional water levels, see IT. S* G. S. Water-Supply Paper 840, water levels
and artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1937, pp. 387-88.
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Records of *yells in Castro County
—
Continued
j ', " I j ' II j i j ! ] |
No. Distance j Sec- jSurvey & block Owner Driller Date!Depth piam-
from j tion ] j com-] of Jeter
Dimmitt j I j pie-jwell jof| ted !(ft.) bell
! | j j(in.)
286 10 miles j 256, j S. 1C & X., Frank Huseman ~~^ — I 125 j 5~
east ;SE^Ef; j blkv H-6 | A . | [ _
23? i9-g- miles 265, | do. j Herman Lange
*
Conrad 1911 j 124; 4~
j east |SEJSSr; | , j Schulte j 1 !288| 9 miles " i 264, ! do. " Conrad Schulte j « " — j 128 j~"I east 1 SlftSEf; j j \ j289|10 miles I 25?, j~ dol ! Arthur Klemanj — Old | 110 | —
east ISSrmh j _ J i "_ |290| 9^- miles j 258, f~ '"do. ~ A. P. Miller j ~Conrad I 1916 100T —| east jNE%jSV& | i_ __J Schulte j I
291 9 miles j 261, j To. I Casper j — ~ 1932 j 156 ! 5
east ;M2jrfflßT | i Schraucker | j " j
292 10 miles I 260, j do. j Anton ~~]
~ ' 158 !■—
east jHEifIJEi j j Schmucker j | j I. ..
293 11^- miles j 221, |
~
do. !F. V. Brockman 1 August 1908* 163 ! 5
east jSEjWsgz ' ! Schulte j j |
294| 11 miles ! 223,
"
| doT I Mrs. J. F. j -~ j IT| 105 5~
| east ISW|gEJ* 1 Wilhelm , j j I
303! ~. j 223, i do. do. Conrad 1910 j 137 j 5~
I jSID^SJ:! i Schulte } i . _
304 do. " 225, |*" do. Dale D. j
" —
j 117 | 5
| JSVrSSE^ j j Schilling j | j i305J 12^- miles! 185, ; do. I Henry Stork j . -- — I 124 4~~|east 1 SWJSI^ j Est. j i j j
306| do. i 186, I "do. | Leo Huseman M. C. i 1938| 127 | 4rk
jSl^Sl^ | | I McElroy j | ,
307 13 miles ; 186, ! do. { do. j -.- 58 4
'
r-r _T
_ e^st SE^Nlf^ I , \ i j ! i
308 12§ miles! 215, j do. !J. C. Albrachtj -- i — j 63 j 8
east JNW^E^- 1 | i I j I
309 12 miles { 214,
"
do. Jacob Barer j — ~1 — | 124 j ij
east |SWgNWj } j_ . | | [





ieast jSWJNEib " Wilkinson I j ! L_
314! 11miles { 253, j 'do. | Texas Land &j — — ! 122 ; —
,east jNWfell 1 | Mortgage Co. I j j [
515112^- miles! 212, ! "do.
—
: i
— | 170 j —
I northeast!SWJSWJ: [ j J „ I | j
320 12 miles j 251, ! do. --- Deeders j . -- j — | 188 j s*"
{ northeast\mjmj: j j j I j I
521} 14J- miles 208, | do. j Arney Public | " -.- |"
—
j 171* IT~
I northeast!ST^STJ^ I j School j I __J [___
322J 15 miles ; 207, j
~
do. | Frank Davis T
— T" — 1 175 j 5
i northeast!SI#SW^ 1 I L ; j j
323i18 miles : 166, I do. -T"
" — P IT] 136 ] 4
| northeast|SWjgEJb I j I ; ■ |
324!18|miles! 165, j ' ' do. C. B. Johnson jBillaiover; ~ i ISO !
jnortheast -SE^-SE^ j | |__ j j |
325!16J- miles! 151, | do^ 1 Mrs. L. C. j
~
| : 135 j
j northeast;SEJSW^ I j Curlin : j ; j
22
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J". Ryman, Project csuperinten&ents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers.
1Height of Water level j
No. measuring Depth!Date of Pump | Uso j Topo- Remarks
point below!measure- and |of graphic
above measur- iaent power water situa-
ground ing point b/ c/ tion
1 (ft.) a/ (ft*)I j
286 2~~ '110 |Nov. 29, """cT/W j D,S Near Steel, easing.
j1956 j 2i^£ . :
287
'
2 109.5;Feb. T07 C,W D,S Flat
"
Steel casing, top to bottom.. 11959 _
288 2 120.T| KoV Cfjir"" H do. No casing."
289"
~~
0.4 102 Mar. 8, C tW d7s~ Gentle
1959 slope
290 1 91.5 Feb. 10, C,W D,S In draw No casing. Located about 0.5 mile
1959 west of sink.
291
~
1 159.7 Liar. 6, C,W D,S Flat
~~





do. C,W TD,S ' do".
295 1 149.5 Dec. 15, O,W D^S dcv GalvanizeT~casing.j 119581 1958 .294 ' 0.8 89.1 do. C',W S Slope "steel casing".
505
""
1 ""118.7 Jan. 20~f"c7w dTs do. Stoel casing", top to bottom. Re""
1959 ported well pumps sand at times*
504"" 2.5 105.1T|Mar. Ts,~~C,w' j D,S do. Steel "casing.
11959 1 | r
505 1 107.6 Feb. 10," C',W N do.
*
Do."
. 1959 | I _
506
—
105 d/ C,W D,S Gentle Steel casing, top to bottom.
slope
507 1.5 41.2 Nov. 29. G,W S Near Steel casing. Located in pasture*____ 1958 draw
508 ~2 45.5 Feb. 10, C,W S In draw Water level measured while windmill
1959 pumping siowlyj
509" 1 105.5 Feb. 8, C ,77 D,S Slope
"
Steel" casing. Located 0.1 mile
1959 northeast of draw.
510 1 44.5 Feb. 10, ~C,W~ N In draw Steel casing.
t 1959514 2.5 144.4 Mar. 17," C,w" *N Gentle ' - ■ , . _■■-
1959 ; slope
515
' 5T2 pJte Nov. 28,""None | N Flat
1 1958 I I
520 2 177.6 (Dec 16,1 C,W I D,S do. Steel casing.
JL93B _j










2 '163.61Dec". 16," G,W N jSlope Steel casing.
11956 I I324 i — 174 j d7~~ C,W I D,S Flat" No casing.I
525' OTS 117.2 Dec T^ G,W | N do".j 1 11958 , I 1
23
Records of wells in Castro County— Continued
irri ! i iNo. {Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller jDate Depth jDiam~
from tion i com- of (eter
Dimmitt |pie- well of
I I ted (ft.) well
!i/" \
326 16 miles 170, 8. K. & X., Blue Ridge — ~1 =^~" 135 " 4
northeast SEJSE-j: frlk. M~6 School | j
327 16 miles | 133,
" ' * do." Dallas Joint i_J ~ : — 127 ' —
east ISWgSvjfe | Stock Land Bank i j [_
328 114 miles 175, | do.
"
I.S. Scott-""! ~ '~1 116" " ~
east SEJMj; | . j |
329 1% miles 176, | do. A. J. Wilhelm — j
—
j 142 ! "if
m east S^fe^j. ; j 1 |
330 14-J- miles 144, | do. George
—
McDade !1936 225 ' 10~
-___ east HflfeEJb j Schacher j j |






.east SE^NTfe Hefflefingor | | j 1
332 do.
"
103, ~ao~ ' "~ Mrs. B. T. | -- !— j 119 1 5
__>_^ S¥jg^ | Richardson 1 1 | j
333}14^- miles 143,
~~" do". I Bill Stork — j— j 130 | —
least KSJMft ! t I i |g_j
__
143; ~~do. W. Litsch — j— j 116 4-|-
j syfewj: ; 1 i j ;
335 14 miles 179, j doT~ Mrs. W. Litsch — |1908! 118; 5_ east mjmk 1 i I j I










— | — | 134 i"" 4
| SEfel^ _, ; | I
338 13 miles 181, j do.
""
J. Huseman Tom Ray j— J 134 4
east NWJNEgr | j | I
339 14 miles 180, I "do! lA. L. Hawkins |
—
Sprawls !1936 j 210 j
—
east SV/jSE^ 1 j | \
340 16|- miles 140, ! do. Mrs. Susan *~ — — i 117
■east S^E-l/5) McCormick | [ ,
350 4^ miles 27, I S. K. &K. Solon Clements j Gulf Prod, j 1927 4,600 j 20~'
southeast SVg^JJ: j blk. M 10-A | Co. j





southwest SEJNSt j 1,0-T I t j
352 7-j- miles 51, do. — Tomlinson -.- j — I 163
southeastiM/^SE^ j j 1 |
353 8^- miles 50, do. Book Terrell \
—
| — 138 5
.east NS&E&I I I i
354 9 miles 40, } "do. — Tomlinson' | KLmball Sc 1937 150 j 6~
southeast SWJjM^ 1 j j Finley [ . |
555J1J4- miles 28, j do.
"
| Ed. Brockman Conrad *1 — ' 155 j W~
least SE^HSft | j 1 Schulte 1 [
356 15-£ miles 13, | do. — Miller Est. j do. ! 1908i152 —
east NW^SWJ: I j. ! |
357|14J miles 13, "doT !iT? Sylvester j* do. |1926 145 —
least jHSiSNiEi-| * :'" ■ Bjrkenfeld 1 , j |
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp, top of pump base or-
bottom of discharge pipe.
b/ T, turbine; C, cylinder; Of, centrifugal; W, windmill; E, electric; G, gasoline;
0, diesel; Ng, natural gas; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
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Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers* _
.Height of Water level j
No.;measuring Depth Date of Pump Use Topo- Remarks
) point below measure- and of graphic
I above measur- raent power jwater situa-
ground ing point b/ cf tion
(ft.) a/ (ft.). i__| _
326 1
"
122.31Feb. 8/ G,W "1 P Flat
"
Steel casing.
1939 , ■ ;




103.1 Mar. 9, G,W D,S Slope Located \ mile south of draw.
1939
329 2 1.30.5 Feb.
"
10, C,H D,S Flat Steel casing.





I do. "Estimated yield, 350 to 400 gallons
""
85 a minute. Irrigated 50 acres in
331 0.3
'"
109.4 Mar. 9, C-,W D,S do. No casing. 1938. Steel casing.___ __ 1939 ~
332 1 105.1 Jan. 20, C,W S do. Galvanized casing.
1959 1 ;










C,T7 N do. ""Located 0.4 mile northeast of sink.





133 d/ CyW D,S do. Steel casing, top to bottom.
337 oTa 124 Dec. 15," C,W D,S Gentle Located in"sink.
1958 [slope
338 1 126.5 Jan. 20, C,W D,S Flat
~
Steel casing, top to bottom.
1959 _
339 1 91.3 Jan. 6, T,G,
"
I Slope Estimated yield, 900 gallons a
1959 50 minute. Irrigated 152 acres in 1938.
340 1 102.9 Jan. 20," C,W N Flat |No casing.
1959
'350 — — — N "* N ~ Oil test. See log.
351 1 133.4 Jan. 16, 0,77 57s doT Steel casing^ Reported strong""
1959 supply.
552"" oTi 1141.1 141.41Mar. 2, C,W D,S do.
| i1959
553 1 122.7:Jan. 20, C,W N Slope Steel casing.
119391 1939354
"
1 140.1 liar. 2, C,W D,S do. Steel casing, top to bottom.
i!959 j
'








(131 id/ C,W D,S Flat No casing.
"
l i 1 t I I
c/ I, irrigation; D, domestic; S, stock; P, public; Ind, industrial; N, not used.
d/ Water level reported.
c/ No water sample collected for analysis.
tj For additional water levels, see U. S. G. S. Water-Supply Paper 840, water levels
and artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1937, pp. 387-88.
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Records of wolls in Castro County— Continued'
I i i 1 I
No. Distance Sgc- Survey & "block Ovmer Driller Date Depth Diam-
from tion I j com- of eter
Diraraitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
. I j | (in.)
358 16^- miles 1, 'T. & N.O. R.R., j Betty Crow — — | 119 4
east SVfeV& t bile* 9-T j I359 17 miles 11, do. jG. C. Herrmann > " — " 1938 316 "16
southeast SWJM& ! ,








southeast NE^Nl^; ! Dinwiddie









southeast NBfeWJb blk. S-2 1 .
364 15 miles 1, do. jF. R. Priddy
*"" — --
125 ] 5~
southeast SE^SEJ- , ;
365 13 miles
"
31, T. & N.O* R.R., L. A. Steiert ' ~ Stark 1929 1501 5
southeast NEjfeE& blk. 10-T ,
369 14-g- miles 18, do.
— — * ~ 131 " 5
southeast NEJSEJb
370 12v, miles 23, do.
— — "" —
153T 4
southeast NE9&F&
371 12 miles 33, do. W. D. Dureo
— — — " — -
southeast NWJ3?."£ ]
372 7-|- miles 60, do. ! Bill Graham '— — 120 6
southeast NOT&Wfe j










southeast NWJffTft I j375J 9-J miles 55, do.
~
1 do.
— — 123" 5
southeast SE^NW^






377|g_x_ miles 57, ' do. I Mrs. Mollie I — 1938
1 southeast NffjjßSJ- Abernathy
37d 9 miles 68, do. Perry Graham — -- 122 5
i southeast SE^W-jr
379| 9i- miles 7, jE.L. 8c R.R. R.R.,j Mrs. Mollie
" ~ " 1937) --"
; southeast Sl^E^i blk. 0-7 j Abernathy
380) 12 miles 10, j do. I Mrs. Mary — — 81
! southeast SEJ^E&| I Caldwell
381J do^ ' 217*1 " do. j Mrs- Paul | '— | 91] 6"
j |HBJrSE^ { Ramey , i
382' 12 miles 22, do. jW. F, Griffin
— — 1 80] -^*"
south NV^J^} I , --383} 14 miles 8,'[ E.L. & R.R. R.R.,1 G. T. Abbott j — — 37 ' 6~1 south mjsMj_ blk. S-3 | I
384| 15 miles I 21, j do. i A. Ebeling *— "" — 1 40l --
j south [ EE^n^j | | . i"
385!' 15 miles 20, ! do. jG. W. Brown IJ. Calvin
— '
96'
jsoutheast;MfeNE^l [_ [ Cook | 1 [__
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Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Rjrman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers*
'Height of, Water level
No.imeasuring Depth jDate of Pump Use f Topo- Remarks
point belowlmeasure- and of (graphic
above measur- ment power water situa-
ground ing point b/ 0/ tion
(ftp a/ (ftp; _ I L358 1.5 1107.7!Dec 15, C-,W D,S {Flat Steel casing.
1 119581 1958 I J359 — 100 I d/ "' T,G, ~ I~ Gentle Irrigated 170 acres in 1938. Well
"
I _ ___85 slope sands up after pumping sto 4 hours.
360 2 106.61 Dec. 12," C,W "IF,S !Flat
1958
361 3 103.8 Mar. 6, C,W ' D,S jGentle Water level measured while windmill"
1939 jslope pumping slowly.
362 2 t 88.4 Dec 12, C,W N Slope Steel casing.
119581 1958
363 1 98 Feb. 14, C,W D,S 'Flat Steel casing. 10 feet of crushed
1959 rock in bottom of well.






130 d/ C,W D,S Slope Steel casing. Reported strong sup-
ply. North well. Located 5 mile
369
""
2 "122.2 Dec 12," None N Flat Steel casing. [ northeast of lake.
■ 1959









372 3 100.8 Jan. 1?/" C,W D,S Near Steel casing.
1959 sink
373 1 I116.1 Dec 6, None ~~N (Flat Reported weak supply.
,1958 .___, _I
374 1 106.7 Jan. 17," G,W "dTF"1 dc J Steel casing*
1959
m
575 0.8 106.5 Feb. 14,"""'C,W D,S do.
"
?feter level measured while windmill
1959 pumping slowly.
376 1.5 96.4 Feb. 15, C,W S do. Galvanized casing.
|i^j39
577
— — — "" "" T,G, I do."
578 ~~Z 83.1Febr"24*,""C^ D,S Gentle Reported supplies water for 350 to
1959 G,l^ slope 400 head of stock.
3791 — — T,-, I"Top of"
r- ridge
380 -0.5 77 Feb. 24, C,W D,3 Near
"
Water level measured while windmill




382" 0.5 78.7 Feb. 24, C,W D,S Gentle Water level measured while windmill
1959 slope pumping* . ■
383
"
1 22.9 Feb. 14, G,W D,S Near
"
Steel casing. Located 400 feet
1959 draw north of draw.
584 0.5
"
22.9 Dec 12, C,W D,S Near IConcrete curb.
"
1958 [ creek 1
585 j 186 |7 o^7 D,3 {Flat *~~
j ! 1 1 1 1 j ;
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Records of wells in Castro County— Continued
No. Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date pepth Diem -
from tion com- of eter
Dimmitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
| i (in.)
386 15 miles 19, E.L. 8c R.R. R.R., W. F. Cox
— — j —
southeast MJNWJb blk. S-3 j
387 15^ miles 10, do. R. M. Duff — -.- 1 97 t§___ southeast NEjjSEj;
388 do. 11, (Jo. C. R. Viegel
—











Patton 1938 j 240 16
southeast NWjpfJ blk. 0-7 Hutcherson









southeast SEJMj: Denver R.R. '
393 16 miles 28, do. D. E. | — — I 124 ij
_: southeast 'mJNEJ: Hefflefinger __
394 15^ miles 14, S.L. & R.R. R.R.,Temple Rogers Bradford "1939| 305 12
southeast SWfelW^ blk. S-2 Supply Co. j











401 19^- miles 24, do. HallHalbert Bradford 1937 ! 256 IsJ
southeast M^SEf; Supply Co. J402 19 miles 30, do. Homer Hill
southeast NEj^Wjr
403 18^ miles 29, do. T. R. Davis — 1938 " 216 j 14~
southeast MJ^EJb
404 17 miles 14, E.L. & R.R. R.R., — — — I —
southeast Mjgwjr blk. S-5 i j I
405
"





406 18 miles 15^ dol Earl G. Lane X- — 81 "^~
southeast KE^IE^ |
407 19 miles 2, G. & M., I G. A. ~
—
82
southeast NEj^Nßjr' ' blk. S-5 Cutherbertson





southeast l^jNWj ■ Viegel
. |
409 22 miles ! 6, do. E. F. Witten Green 1937 " 200 16





410 dol j 87" do. Mrs. Attic M.
— — \ W —
t
jSE^IE^I j . Pope 1 , I I
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Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers*
"""Height of! Water level _ 1 j ~T~ I
No. jmeasuring DepthjDate of (Pump j Use j Topo- j Remarks
point ! below! measure-1 and jof igraphicj
above |measur- mentjpowerjwaterjsitua-
ground I ing point b/ ! oj jtion
(ft,) a/ (ft.). J I I
337 2
'
91.3)Feb* 14, C,W j D,S [Flat SteeT casing. Located 400 feet
p
I 119591 1959 j j west of irrigation well.
388 . ~
—
] -- *-" | I j do"i
389 573 77.9|Feb. 14, C,W
'D,S"~Near '
j t 1939 j [Sink ■390 " — — — It*o'*0'* i' Flat Estimated yield, 1,300 gallons a"
50 minute. Irrigated 567 acres in
1938. Steel casing. 3-stage pump
J I j set at 150 feet. Reported pumping,391 1 92 [Feb. 13, ' C,W j N Slope ' Galvanised { water level 117 feet.
J 1939__ i casing*
392"" 0.5 84.51Mar. 17"7jT,0, j Ind 'Gentle)
;1959 |_10 j slope
393 0.4 89.3 do. C,W N Flat Steel casing. Located near vacant
j , school in Hart«
394
"
1 92 iFeb. l£, Hone N Gentle Not completely developed when1 1939 slope visited, February 14, 1959.
395 3 92.3 do. j C,W ~D,S Flat No casing.
396 0 81.81Liar ."~ 6, None N Gentle Located 0.4 mile southwest of sink.
I1959 [" slope
401
— — — T,G, I"Top of Steel casing. Pump set at 110 feet.
85 ridge
402
— -- ' — ~T,G, j IIFlat I
___^ I 50 1403 3 ~75.6' Jan. 47t,G,1 I~— do. Irrigated 201 acres in 1938. 14-
1959 43 I i inch and 12-inch steel casing, top
404 1.5 j 79.1r do. "Tt7g, T I
'"
do". .. " |to bottom.
j i | 85 |
405 0.3 64.9 Dec 12, C,W D,S Slope Steel casing. Located near sink.
j ,1958 ; ;
406 0.5 72.7 doi I C,W D,S Flat
407 OTB 75.2 Feb. 14, C,H I) Slope '■
'
j 1959 ■ '■
408
—
70 d/ T,G, IFlat Measured yield, 1,100 gallons a
85 minute. 150 feet of steel casing
at top. 3-stage pump set at 110
, fes.tj 50 feet of suction pipe.
409" — 65 d/ I do.- Reported~57 'to 40 "feet" of drawdown
67 after pumping 1,250 gallons a minute
| for 70 hours* Irrigated 550 acres
» iof wheat in 1958. 16-inch and 14-
!inch perforated steel casing, top
to bottom. Pump set at 120 feetj 30
j j feet of suction pipe.
410 ! 0.5 j 58.11 June 6, I C,W j T I Slope 1 '. . . , " " .
i I1958 I 1 I
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Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
No Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Diam
from tion com- of eter
Dimmitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
(in-)
451 114 miles 27, Kelly subdv., Will G-raef — ~ 123
southwest NEJMTJ; blk. H
452 do, 27, do.
"
do.
— — 124 4
NEJrNE^
453 10-g- miles 46, Re M. Thompson, Kay Roberts ~ — 123 6______ southwest ftJE^Mifj- blk. T
454 9£ miles 13, 'D. & S.E. "R.R., F. W. Frost — — 143 5
southwest NWzNVfeb blk* 0-4
455 13 miles 43, j Kelly subdv., Wirt Phillips — — 240 4^
southwest M^lWjri blk. H
459 lli|miles 34~ R. M.' Thompson, C. C. English «
—
120 5~~
southwest I^EJrSErc blk._ T :
460 11miles 35, ~"do. W. C Coswell — — 121 5
southwest SEJbSE-fc
461 10£ miles 8, D. Vs.E. R.R., D. L. Dawkins -- ~ | 78"" — '
m
southwest KSbbSEib blk* 0-4"462 10 miles" 16, T. A. Thompson, Claude Gage — — 84 " 5
southwest Wljmj blk. T-4





southwest SEJrSE:^: blk. 0-4




southwest I'lEJ^S^ blk. T-4




466 84 miles 28^ doT Mrs. C.
— — IST
southwest ES^SE-t . Birdwell «_^_




Frazer 1938"*" 116" 5
southwest SEjrSW^ Herring .
474 do. 39, do. J. C. Smyers G-eo. Redwine 1929 103 4"




476J 6% miles I 26,' [ dol Mrs. S. — — 115 " 6
southwest MT-^Hifj: Herring





478 6 miles 25,
"
doT 1 doT" — — 139 6
southwest} SEffiS^ .
479 do^ I 41, "dol C. T. Herring — — 140 5"
jSWJbSEJ- ; Est. I
480
'
5 miles \ 46, dol H. M. Horton Mclntyre Co. 1917 125 5
southwestIKl^Wr; } ,481 6^-" miles I 21, j do. C. T. Herring — -.- 113 41 southwest jWJIJ3W~| J Est. j j
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp, top of pump base or~ bottom of discharge pipe.
b/ T, turbine; C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; W, windmill; S, electric; G-, gasoline;
0, diesel; Ng, natural gas; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
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Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe i»T. Lang of the
Texas State Board of Water Engineers*
No. [measuring) DepthjDate'of !Punp « Use Topo- Remarks
point |below|measure- and | of graphic
above measur- ment power jjT/jater situa-
ground ing point b/ I of tion(ft.) a/i (ft.)j j 1 m451" 1 |113.11 Jan. 21,' 0,77 1 D,S (Slope"






100 Dec. Zl] c"7W
~
do. Steel casing. Located slightly '
119381 1938 east of sink. __




140 d/ C,W j D,S do. 140 feet of steel casing at top.j Reported strong supply. Located
about 1,000 feet northwest of sink.
459 2 99.9 Dec. 21, o,¥ .D,S do. Steel casing.", 11956 i
460 ! 2 J101 !Nov. SO,
'




80.2 Nov. 30,1 C,W | N Edge of Steel casing.
(
, ,1938 sink
46$ 1 82.5 IJan. 24, 0,1 ( N Gentle Galvanized casing.
i 1959 | i slope I
464 575 93.6 |jan. 25, C,H
'
D,S Flat
J1959 |465 " 3 "101.8 Jan. 11,Tt,G, 1 do. Reported yield, 1,250 gallons a
1939 85 minute. Irrigated 280 acres in
1958. Pump set at 150 feet. Struck
466 0.5 94.5 June 9~ INone N do. j* water at 117 feet.
1958
'
467 1 90.4 Mar. 15,1 C,W D,S do. Steel casing. Located yj mile west
1959 ! of sink.
474 3 75.3 Feb. 6, j C,W I D,S Gentle Steel casing, top to bottom.
| 1939 | j slope
475 0.8
"




476 2 1101.41 101.4 Feb. T, C,W N do. | Do. "
I 1939 [ I
477 018 I 96.3'Mar. 7,None j itf jGentle " Do".
1959 I j slope
478
"
2 107.4 Dec. 9, JNone N — Galvanized casing.
j 1938 |
479 I 5T5 1114.71 114.7 JFeb. 1, C,W I D,S pentle ISteel casing.
____^ j 1959 I .slope480^" 1.5 113.6 j do. C,W { D,S Flat Do.
j I j j
481 j 2 1107.4 jDec 21, I C,W
'
D,S I do^ Do.
J I J1958 j j j ,l[f !, irrigation; D, domestic; S, stock; P, public; Ind, industrial; N, not used.
d/ Water level reported*
c/ No water sample collected for analysis.
f/ For additional water levels, see U. S. G. 8. Water-Supply Paper 840, water levels
and artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1937, pp. 387-88.
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|i I i
-
,#o. Distance Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date Depth Diam-
from tion com- of eter
Dimraitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
| , i l (in.)
482 4j miles 25, T. A. Thompson, C. T. Herring |
—
Blanton 19501 165 5
southwest NEjfoiEi: blk. T-4 Est. i
485 5|miles 44, do. . Mrs. E.
— IT*l TW i§
southwest M-j-SEx Herring
1 490 4 miles 59, jE.L. & R.R. R.R.,
— — —
162 5
south HEJS^ blk. K-13 [ j _____
492 4f miles 58, do. Ray G. Smith
—
19041 120" 6
| south mjmkj , ;




south SEJ&EJ . j




498 7-g- miles 16, do. B. B. Wise
— —
82 5__ southeast NEJrSE^
499 8 miles 5, do. J. B. Turner
— —
101 5
southeast SWJSWJ , . .




508 11-£ miles 11, do.
""
Sam Gilbreath
' Bradford "1957 " 200 " 16"
south Mff^SWj Supply Co.











525 8^ miles 47, do. Mrs. Irene
— — j 9T 4
south KSJSE^ Sharp j
524 8 miles 46, do. Jack Summers
— —
95 5
south SSJffE^ | _
525
"














527 do. 49, T. A. Thompson, W. B. Cole — — 85
SEfffE^- blk. T-4 ,
528 10 miles 51, do. ■
' — — —
84
south SS-j-SE^ .
529 11 miles 52, do. G>eo. Redwine Geo. Redwine
—
south ISW-jgEJr _____^ |




55, do. M. A. G-ilmer LeviHall 1924 98 5
i
___
j |SWf-SW^ ■m 558 11miles 55, j dol t Mrs. E. — — 75 4~
south SW^MTf- . Herring
559 10 miles 51, do. J. G. Carruth — — 95 4^
south SW^WJI I j
540j doT 1 36, I do^ C. T. Herring
—
99" 5
j KE^SE^j | Est. [ .
541 doT I 56, I dol j do^i — — 67 — "
NW~NW:i j j
I, Til -t-. .. - ■ .. Ufa || !.„,. — | - I | " ' * I
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Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
Texar State
'Board of "'later Engineers* ___
jEtight of S Water level j | j |
Ho. measuring Depth!Date of iPump !Use I Topo- j Remarks
point belowi measure- j and lof !graphic!
I above raeasur- iaent ipower [water jsitua-
ground ing point ! b/ | c/ jtion





145.1!Feb. 1,1 C,W ! D,S IFlat ' Steel casing.
i |ij[39__ .J J__j i .483 1 ~ 134.5 do. * j C/j", *B Gentle "' Do.
| j j ! jslope
490 2 113.5JN0v. 25, jHone |~H plat | : Do.
119581 1958 I _L-._| _492 " 1 99.3' Jan. 12, i C,-W, .j D'^S I do. Steel casing, top to bottom.
[1959 J493 I~"I ~" — 93 "d/ rc7^"~| N"1 do. ~ ' - .
495~| ~IZ los" d 7i C,".T !D,S » do^
~
_1 1 j j j ,
498j 2 72.6|Feb. "24,T G,W !D,S Near Steel casing.
\ 1959 j J_ _ sink
499~ "6.5 79.Yt do.' j 'C ? W j%.s 'I do. Do."
i I
I j ! ; , . ,500 ' 0.3 68.8] do. Tc,;? j~N Gentle
j L____j slope
508 1.2 80.5 June 9, T,G~ j I Flat Estimated yield, 1,200 gallons a-:;
1938 50 j minute, irrigated 470 acres in
] 1938. Steel casing, top to bottom.
: l__ 3->Stage pynap set at 120 feet.
521 0 85.4|Jan. 18, C,W |D,S "dentle ~No casing.
'"
I 11959 I 1 [slope 1
522 2 87.1 do. C,T.T D,S~Flat Steel casing.
[ 1
523
" — . 81.7 Nov. 25, ITj ' d,S Near Steel casing. Reported strong
. 1958 I lake supply.
524 2 80.9"Dec. 22,I C,W ! P Flat
"
Supplies water for Oleo School.
>_ 1958 1 \
525 f — 90 " d/ " ' C,W I D,S JTop of '6-inch steel"" casing, 48 to 95 feet.
. j ridge .
526 1 73.6 Dec. 21, C,W j D,"s Flat Steel casing.
[1958
527 1 76.1 Jan. 25,""]"" C,W I D,S ] doi
J^39_ I j \
528
"
0 81.3 Jan. 18, ! C,W D,S
'
do. "Reported weak supply. -




1 82^" Dec. 9^ C^W D~S Flat Steel casing.
■ 1939 .
531 2 92.3 Jan. 18, C,W !T"DjS do. 1Steel casing. Water level measure-
1959 J I ment questionable.
538 3 67.8 Jan. 25,|"C,W N Gentle Steel casing. Located at north edge
1959 I slope of large sink.
539 1 I 89.6!Feb .' 6 ? C,W j D,S JFlat j
____^ _195£_ I I540
"
1.5 93.5 Dec. 9., C,H jD~ " do. Galvanized casing.. .1958 i 1 ;
541
'
1 66.3iJan. 25, C,W j'^S lln sink!1 r 119591 1959 , 11 I
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Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
Irri i i i
~
No. Distance j Sec- |Survey & block Owner j Driller iDate jDepth Diarn--
from tion j com- of eter
Dimmitt pie- well of
ted i(ft.) well
I 1 . | .(in.)
542 9-k miles 29, TT. A. Thompson, j Mrs. K. ~ — 96 5
m
south |Slfeßq: blk. T-4 I Herring |
543 11miles
'
31, do. I J. H. — ITj ~
southwest M^pßT^ ___ McGaughey
544114 miles
'
10, H. E. Halsell ." Mrs. Fred Ott j
— ~ I 126 6~
south jSSJSE^i subdv., blk. 11 J j
545 12 miles j 32, IT. A. Thompson, Mrs. E. Z-- — 96*1 7?
south |MJfewi j blk. T-4 Herring j | j
546 12 miles; 13, ' do. do. « "" — j 94T1 5~
southwest|ME-^EEJr . j I j






548114 miles j 2, I do. "" — — — ' 115 ' 4j
southwest|SE^E^- 1
549 doi I 6, | do. C. T. Herring
— — '
116 6
iSWfSSJ, Est. j__ j i
5501 13 miles T 18, D. &E.R. R., Federal Land — — j 95 5
southwest!SWJSW^b blk. 0-4 Bank j
551 do". ~1 19, | do. Mrs. Rosa — — J 38" 5I j SEJ_MJ. McLean . _ j |555 13g- miles j 23, T. A.~ Thompson, 'W. A. Youts " "-- — | 1141 6
southwest|SWJrSW^ blk. T-4 j 1
556 14^- milesj 12, iR. M. Thompson, W. a. Wyer T
— —
! 1371 —
southwest!IvEEJ-NEij blk. T 1 j ,
557 16 miles j 75, 'Kelly subdv., S. C. Webb Crockett
"
1939; 1931 5
southwestj SE-jSEJ blk. H Bruton j j
558 15-J miles) 9, |R. *M. Thompson, Muriel Stiles ¥. Jaltman 1938 j 214 j 12
southwest!MJ^Tii blk. T | .
559 14§ miles) 11, j do. Otis Burton TkcElroy & " 19071 "1281 6
southwest!SEJSW^I _^ Allen < |
560 15J milesj 9, I do. Glenn Stiles !*"
— ' — j 128 — "
southwest!NE^SE^, . j , j




562 16f miles] 92, I Kelly subdv., Sam Lyman
"— — '
126 j 6
southwestjWJSJ: \ blk. H j_._ _J




i fljWzSl/ilxi subdv., blk. 2 : j
564 do^ ! 8, | do.
"
do. j. 1928! 121 5
I , . ! i5651 17J miles! 93, ; Kelly subdv., Mrs. J. S.
— — j 128*" 5
i soiithwestlmjej \ blk. H I Smith ! i |
566 18^- miles, 25, j H. E. Halsell , | Otis Bronscum |
— — 1 99| 8~"
southwest;NW^SfW^i subdv., blk. 2 j j j
567J16t miles1 li~Tl do7I Orbin Newell f ~~^ | — ! 98| 4"
|southwestjSEjSV^i i
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp, top of pump base or
bottom of discharge pipe.
b/ T, turbine; G, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; W, windmill; 1, electric; G, gasoline;
0, diesel; Ng, natural gas; 11, hand; number indicates horsepower*
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8it0:4:.-Wilson and Lloyd J. Eyman, Project Superintendents and "by Joe W« Lang of the
Trzar State Board of Water Engineers*
!Height of| Water level ; : j
Ho.!measuring!Depth|Date of iPump j Use j Topo- Remarks
point Ibelow!measure- j and jof jgraphic'
above jmeasur- ment}poweriwaterjsitua-
; ground |ing point 1 b/ j c/ ition
, I (ft.) s/\(tt:ll I ] , __
542; 2 j 82,8 Nov. 30,|None I N IGentie Steel casing.




— — — —
i _1_ i
— —
I j . j L__j544! 3 ! 80.9iDec. 22, j G.77 \ D,S" [Flat Steel casing.__ I , 1958 I i____J
54"0"r
~
0.5 . f 87.2fN0v.-30,. "C^f f D^S [Near
,1958 [ | lake |
546 0 ! 85.2 Feb. 6, None | N Gentle Steel casing.
: 1959 I slope547 -- 74.6 Nov. 13, C,W j S Near Do.
J 1958 j &t&?1
5481 2 'lOS^'jan. 24, CSWC 5 W |D,S IGentie
'
Do.
j 1959 I slope
549
—
103.4 Nov. 18, G,W | D,S Top of Reported strong supply.
t 1958 | ridge
550
— | 75.9! do. C 3 W |D,S jNear Do.
__„ j draxv
551
— "30 d/ C,W 1 S In draw Do.
555
—
44.3 Nov. 18, None j £J do. Steel casing.
1 1958. | I556" "^ !99 I |7 C,¥ |D,S jFlat
557 2.5 123.2 Jan. 23, C,W D,S do. Steel casing, top to bottom.
1959 | L_J -
553 1 125.9 June 9, T,G, I do. Steel casing. Struck water at 126
J-J3B 90 feet. See log.559"*
—
117 ~~&f~ - C,W D,S do. Water level measured in 1907.
560 115 d/ C,W D,S do» Reported strong supply.
561 1.5 100.4 Jan. 24, C,W D,S Gentle Water level measured Yjhile windmill
1959 I slope pumping slowly.
562
—
[120.1!Nov. 18,"^~~c7w" ID,S [Flat casing"._- , j!958 _ I I
565 —'■"-- -- "iTr,G^ f~I ' do.1
564" 2 ""107^8 Jan.~TB^ C~,¥~ |D,S jGentle ReportelTwell sometimes produces'"
1959 slope sand.
565 5 111.8 Mar. 15, o.¥ D,S Flat Water level measured while windmill
1959 pumping slowly.
566~ 0.4^ ]89.9 do." C,W D,S Gentle
' Do".
; i slope
567| 6 I 97.9 jJan. 18,
'
0,1 D,S [ doT 'Steel casing.
! i 11939 I !
c/ I, irrigation; D, domestic; S, stock; P, public; Ind, industrial; N, not used.
d/ Water level reported.
c/ No water sample collected for analysis.
f/ For additional water levels, see U. S- G. S. Water -Supply Paper 840, water levels
ana artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1957, pp. 387-88.
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Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued
i;!" I I i iNo. j Sec- ] Survey & block | Owner Driller DatejDepthJDiam-
! from I tion j | com-} of Jeter
jDimmitt ; pie- jwell ] of
!!" ted i(ft.) well
I ! I | ! I (in,)
568114 miles j 9, iH. E. Halsell ] Ernest Jones
— —
106 4
[south SWxNV'fjr j subdv*,blk. 1 I |
569114V, milesI 13,
~
i do. jG. 3. Keller j — — 12o] 5
Isouthwest KEifeUßs- ! j j ■
57C 1 15-y- miles 13^ ;H. E. Halsell | do"! j
~ — I 122H 8~
{southwest JSE^SEJb j subdv., blk. 2 j
571j16 miles 20, I do. D. D. Jacobs j D. L. — 120 6
|southwest MjSE^ | j McDonald572'16-g- miles! 30,' 1 do^ Guy Kelly | Bradford J1938 200" —
south .SWJMb I j Supply Co. I
573 !15 miles I 18, doT jS. C Bell
' —
127
j south [KE^NEi: 1 I 1 I
574|14§ miles 14, | "do. IL. E."* Davanay | — — ! 110 5
I south SEJffiDjI ] j




John T. I — Strong 1929 96 6~
j south >M;^NV^ j Burnett
576! 13£ miles 1, do. Gentry
— —
109
1 south SEjSWj: I Armstrong







I southwest MfeEj- McDonald






579j 13 miles 6, H. E. Halsell S. B. Louder S. B. Louder 1935" 92 8Isouth SE^SEj subdv. , blk. 1
580] do^ I 12, I do. 0. C. Artell — — 19I IM'.^-Ji [ I58lj do^ do. t do. do. Bradford 1937 140 12
Supply Co.
582~1.3£ miles 12, Kol dol — ~ 23
south SWJtNSt
586 14 miles 13, do. -"
- ---" — 88
south SWJSEJ I 1 I




Peter Peterson Bradford 1935 165~ 16
ISWJrSW^ Supply Co.






do. do. Bradford 1938 210 16
NWjNEj Supply Co.
590) 13 miles 13, dol CS. Sheffy — — — —
j south KEforc&| _J
591J dol 13, ' do. do. ' -- « 19381 213 18~
!"'lii j i ; i '
36
Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman, Project. Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the
I^xas State Board of Water Engineers* _ ._
"Height of Water level i
":Tg» imeasuring; Depth;Date of jPump Use Topo- Remarks
1 point below jmeasure-; and | of igraphic
! above measur- nent lpower!water situa-
I ground ing point ]_/ ' SJ tionI (ft.) a/ (ft.). I I .SXBI 2 92.4 Dec. 22, j C,".; D,S IFlat 'Steel casing.
>. ji956 | 1 __
169] 0.5 103.7 Jan. 34, None N Gentle Located 0.4 mile east of lake.
__J i1939i 1939 i slope
SVO- 1
'
106.6)Jan. 18, j C,w"~D,B Flat Steel casing._ [1958 i I
571' — 85 I d/ IC.W D.S do. Steel casing* top to bottom.I ■ »
i
__
372|~ ~1.2 97.1 June 7, |T,Gr, 1 *Gentle 200 feet.of perforated steel casing.
I 1958 85 slope Pump set at 150 feet; 30 feet of
5731 — "99 d/ C,W ■ B,S Flat . T. \ suction pipe..
I
574! 3 96.l'Nov. 30, VJB D,S dol Steel casiiOQ" Reported well some^~
I 1958 times produces sand.
______
575| 2 87."l|Jan. 18," C,W D,S~ do. Steel easing> top to bottom. Water"
_____^
. 119581 1958 ! level moasured while windmill pttap-
576 0.5 90".6|Dec 22," C,W D,S Gentle 30 feet of"steel casing at 1 ing.
J1958 slope bottom.
5771 0.5 86.2 Jan." 24, |~C,W | D,S do." Located 0.2-mile north of Targe___
H 1939
__ j j sink.578*] — 88 d7" j C,W D,S Near No casing.
draw __
W?P T_ 20 d./ "Cf,G, S
"
do. Estimated yield., 200 gallons a
j--
i
minute. 20 feet of 8-inch steel
580 1■■■-■■ 14.3 Feb. 28, . C,W ~N
"




19 d/ T,G, I do. Sstimated"yield, 1,000 gallons a
85 minute. Irrigated 70 acres in 1938.







do. ~~j stage pump set at 50 feet.
i 1939 > ~_
586 0.8
'
69.7 Dec 22, G,W D,S Gentle No casingT"
1958 ____2P_^
587 1 18.8 Mar. 51, None N Edge of Located near draw. Pump moved to
1939 j draw well 589.
588 1.5 62.2 Feb. 23, ~C,W
* ~D,S Gentle Water level measured while windmill
1959 | slope pumping slowly.
539*" "1.5 78.8 Mar. 31, T,G, I 'do. Estimated yield, 1,000 gallons, a
1939 85 minute. 210 feet of 16-inch per-
forated steel casing. 3-stage pump
590
" — — —
None N
"
Flat Most easterly of | set at 110 feet.




" 'T~~G-, I do. Estimated [Tilled and abandoned*
85 yield, 1,000 gallons a minute. Ir-
rigated 172 acres in 1938. Steel
casing. 2-stage pump set at 110
feet. Center well of three wells.
West well had crooked hole; filled
I [__ _[__ j ; and abandoned.
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Records of wells in Castro County
—
Continued. r ,
No. Distance j Sec- Survey & block Owner Driller Date jDepth Diem-
from tion com- of eter
Dimmitt pie- well of
ted (ft.) well
1 1 . j L ,(i*o592 lZ4r miles) 5, H. E- Halsell JS. B. Louder T — ITT 3SP —





"d!ol I — | — 77
IM,^mT^ I594 12 miles | 50, -3.L. & R.R. R.R.,IE. F.~*Sadler | " Geo. ~ 1924 92
south iSSJrSEJ: blk. K-15 jTurentine
595 doT ' 3, 11. S. Halsell i R. T< Cade TBradford ' 1935 ' 200 12^VKWjpJ subdv. , blk. 1 (Supply Co.
■
| I j I_.
dQ< | ry-
— -
S. W. Lilly j &0~. 1938 222" 13
597 doT | 16,
'
do^ Howard Bridges- { do". 19381 220" --____( isfffewil j ! I I598 14^ miles! 19, j "do." i — " |" j — 83"_ ,south ISEJ^SJ:! | | j ,
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp, top of pump base or
bottom of discharge pipe.
b/ T, turbine; C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; w, windmill; .IS, electric; G-, gasoline;
0, diesel; Ng, natural gas; H, hand; number indicates horsepower.
38
Bruce Wilson and L]_oyd J. Ryman, Project Superintendents and by Joe W. Lang of the,
Texas State Board of Water Engineers*
: u
__
"peight of Water level t | 1
No. Measuring Depth Date of iPump IUse Topo- Remarks
point below jmeasure-i and of graphic
| above measur- raentj power water situa-
| ground ing point j b/ i oj tion_ (ftp a/,(ft.) | | ! .__ :
592" 0..3 ~^T6iDec 9.1 0,71 D Flat
__^^
i 11958 l ;__
593"'r o.B' 57.2 jFeb. 20," C,W D,S 3-entle Located near sink.





G,vl j D,S — Water level measured by driller in
j j 1924. No casing* .
595 ; 3*5 84.7]Mar. 31," T,&, IFlat Irrigated 260 acres in 1938. Per-1 1939 95 forated steel casing, top to bottom.
]
(
2-stage pump set at 110 feet*
596 I ~— 68 I d/ T,G, I doT Sstiiaated"yield, 900 gallons a
| j 85 minute. Irrigated 271 acres in 1958*
| L____ Perforated steel casing top to bot-
597 |
— ~75 r—sj- "" t,Ct, I do. Irrigated 210 acres in 1938. [ torn.
85 „___ Steel casing*
598 T I 77.41 Dec. 22,'None I N T do.
L I 11958 1 1 j
d/ Water level reported.
y I, irrigation;D, domestic: S, stock; P, public; Ind, industrial; N, not used.
ey No water sample collected for analysis.
tj For additional water levels, see IT. S. G-. S. Water-Supply Paper 840, water levels
and artesian pressure in wells in the United States in 1957, pp. 387-88.
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Table of drillers
' logs, Castro County, Texas
Thickness Depth j j Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) | j (feet) (feet)
Driller T s log of well 20 \. Driller's log of well 350— Continued
A. C Hawks farm, 10 miles northwest j jLight-red clay - - - - 20 350




3 I 3 ; jGravel, water
- - - - 2 357
Sandy red clay 27 30 " j Sand and gravel - - - - 10 367
Sandy red clay and rock - - 31 j 61 ! Water sand ------ 11 378
Honeycombed rock - - 23 '" 84 I Red rock ------ 2 380
"later sand - ----- 17 j 101 | Red clay ------ 5 385
Sand and gravel 19 ; 120 j Red rock
------ 15 400
TOTAL DEPTH - - - - - - : 12Q ' Red clay ------ 12 412"
i Red rock ------ 13 425
Driller's log of well 84 ; Red clay ------ 7 432
R. S. Daniels farm, 7 miles north of j Dry gravel
------
3 435
Dimmitt. j Red clay ------ 10 445
Top soil ------- 6; 6 j Red beds ------ 38 483
Clay --34
-
40 ! Blue shale ------ 17 500
Packed sand
- - - 42 82 j Water sand, hole full of
Red sand and gravel
- - - - 8 | 90 ■ j water ------ 5 505




15 j 120 j Sandy blue shale
- - - -
30 545
Honeycombed red rock, water- 38 j 158 ! Red beds ------ 20 565
TOTAL DEPTH
-
. 1 158 j Red rock ------ 80 645
I Red rock with blue streaks- 50 695
Driller's log of vjell 104 j Red rock ------ 40 735
Frank Woodard farm, 9-g- miles north of , Red rock with blue streaks- 30 765
Dimmitt. j Caving red rock - - - - 13 778
Top soil 7 j 7 j Red clay ------ 17 795
Red and yellow clay 23 j 30 I Red rock ------ 15 810
Loose-packed, dry gray sand- 5 j 35 j Red shale
- - - - - 10 820
Hard white rock
-----
4 j 39 j Red rock ------ 45 865
Yellow packed sand - - - - 24 j 63 j Blue and red shale - - - 37 902
Red water sand
-----
51 68 ] Salt-water sand - - - - 4 906
Hard-packed yellow sand
- - 8 j 76 ! Shells and lime - - - - 6 912
Honeycombed red rock, water- 15 91 \ Red rock ------ 38 950
"Jhite clay
-------
4 95* Sandy red rock - - - - 5 955
Honeycombed red rock, water- 15 110 Gray salt-water sand - - 5 960
Hard-packed yellow sand
- -
10 120 j Sandy lime, 500 feet of







----- -__=___ - 140 j Red rock ------ 8 1030"
I Red rock and shells - - - 18 I 1048
Driller's log of well 350 j Red rock ------ 12 1060
S. Clements tract, 4^- miles southeast of | Sandy red shale - - 5 1065
Dimmitt. I Water sand ------ 5 | 1070
Red sand --40 40] Red clay ------ 5 1 1075
Yellow clay --10 50; jsand -__--_ 10 j 1085
Red clay and sand
- - - - 10 60 j {Red rock and blue shale- - 15 j 1100
Sand ---_15 75 j Blue shale ------ 5 I 1105
Sand and clay - - - 55 130 j Red rock ------ 5 jmo
Sand - ------- 10 ! 140 iCaving red clay - - - - 5 j 1115
Quicksand
-------
15 j 155 j jCaving red rock - - - - 15 | 1130
Yellow clay and sand 55 \ 210 ; JRed shale ------ 10 i 1140
Sand
--------- 65 . 275 , JRed beds ------ 10 j 1150
Packed sand 35 310 ! JRed shale ------ 3 | 1153
Sand
- -- -- -- -- 20 330 (Continued on next page)
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Table of -drillers* logs, Oastro County— Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
m
(feet) (feet) ; ; (feet) (feet)
Driller f s log of well 550
—
Continued . Driller's log of well 558
Red and yellow shale - - 22 j 1175 Muriel Stiles farm, 15-|- miles southwest
Red beds - 15 \ 1190 of Dimrnitt.
Red rock - --__ 90 1280 Top soil - - - - ~ 4 4
Sandy red shale ----.- 30 1310 Caliche ----- 8 12
Sandy shale - 20 1330 Red caliche - - - - 33 45
Red shale -■ --_ 5 1335 Red sand
----- 18 63
Sandy red shale 41 1376 Caving red sand - - - 40 103
Lime 6 1382 Dry sand ----- 5 108
Red rock and chalky white Sandy shale - - - - 18 126
lime 43 1425 Red water sand
- - - 19 i45
Red rock and gypsum 10 j 1435 Watoa? sand *■■--■- 11 ibS
Brown sand - 2 1437 Soapstone and sand - - 5 161
Red rock 8 j 1445 Sandy shale - - - - 23 184
Red beds -■- ■ 15 j 1460 Water sand
_ - - -
30 214
Red rock and gypsum
- - - 8 1468 TOTAL DEPTH - - - - 214
Red beds ■ - - 17 1485 : " "~ ~~
Rod rock and gypsum -- - 10 ! 1495
Red beds
- 20 j 1515




Red rock and gypsum -- - 5 j 1530
Chalk lime and red rock
-
10 1540
Sandy lime and gypsum ■- ~ 5 1545
Red beds and gypsum -- - 8 j 1553
Sandy brown gypsum -- - - 7 | 1560
TOTAL DEPTH j 4600
CASING- RECORD: 210 feet of 20-inch; 395
feet of 15iV-inch; 915 feet of 12-:;- inch;
1,200 fe©t~of 10-inch; 2,514 feet of Bj~
inch and 4,254 feet of 6-5/8-inch casing*
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Logs of test wells drilled by W. P. A. labor in Castro County, Texas
Samples examined and classified by Bruce Wilson and Lloyd J. Ryman
Project Superintendents
Thickness Depth j Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) j (feet) (feet)
Well 21 Well 49
Near dry lake, J. B. Harlin tract, SE Edge of dry lake, Dr. —Parker tract,oor.ilWpEi sec. 117, blk. M7, B. S. &F. 615 feet north of SE cor. Slf^SEj sec.
sur., 12§- miles northwest of Dimmitt. 61, blk. M-7, B. S. & F. sur., 11-| miles
Surface soil
-
1 1 north of Dimmitt.
Caliche
-- - - —






February 23, 1939. Light-tan-colored sand
and caliche
- - - -
6 9
Well 22 Sandy red loam 12 21
Hear dry lake, J. B. Harlin tract, 300 Rock
---------
21
feet south of well 21. December 16, 1938,
Surface soil
- - - - - 1 1
Gray clay
- —
1 2 Well 50
Light-brown sand
- - - 18 20 Bed of dry lake, Dr. —Parker tract,
Rock
-
20 300 feet south of well 49.
February 25, 1939, Dark-colored surface clay 1 1
Light-tan-colored sand 7 8
Well 23 Pinkish-colored sand - 15 23
Bed of dry lake, J. B. Harlin tract, 600 Rock
- -------
23
feet south of well 21. December 16, 1938.
Surface clay 2 I ' 2
Light-brown sand
-- -
15 117 Well 51
February 25, 1939. Bed of dry lake, Dr. —Parker tract,
600 feet south of well 49.
Well 24 Fine-grained light-colored
Bed of dry lake, J. B. Harlin tract, sand
-------
7 7
900 feet south of well 21. Light-tan-colored sand 6 13
Gray clay 5 J5 Red sand 5 18Sandy clay 10 |15 Rock - I 18
Red sand 7 !22 December 16, 1958.
February 23, 1939.
Well 64
Well 25 Edge of dry lake, 125 feet west and 0.1
Bed of dry lake, J. B. Harlin tract, mile north of SE cor. SE^ sec. 37, blk.1,200 feet south of well 21. M-7, B. S. & F. sur., 9j miles north of
Clay 6 j 6 Dimmitt.
Light-brown sand
-- -
19 [25 Surface soil ----- 1 1




Well 26 February 25, 1939.
Near dry lake, C. M. Whit ford tract,
1,500 feet south of well 21. Well 65
Surface soil
- -
5 5 Bod of dry lake, 150 feet west of well
Fine-grained gray sand 2 7 64.
Pink-colored sand and Red clay
------
7 7
caliche 20 27 Sandy gray clay 11 18
Pink-colored sand
- — 2 29 Rock --------- 18
Rock 29 . I February 25, 1959.
'
February 25, 1939. Ij
42





(feet) (feet); { " (feet) (feet)
Well 66 Well 74
Bed of dry lake, 300 feet west of well Bed of dry lake, 300 feet north of well
64, 73, SWjswJ- sec. 11, blk. K-7, B. S. & P.
Clay
---------
7 7 sur., 7 miles northeast of Dimmitt.
Sandy clay
------
11 18 Dark-gray clay
- - - - 5 5
Rock
---------
18 Gummy light-gray olay- 17 22
February 25, 1959+ Brown clay with red stains 2 24
Gray clay with red inclu-
Well 67 sions 5 29
Bed of dry lake, 450 feet west of well Red clay
-------
6 37
64. Caliche 3 40
Surface soil
-----
1 1 Light-brown sand - - - 4 44
Sandy clay 5 6 January 7, 1939.
Sandy loam 7 XRock" I 13 Well 75
February 25, 1939, _ Bed of drV lake, 300 feet north of well
74.
Well 68 Dark-gray clay 6 6
Bed of dry lake, 15 feet oast and 0.3 Light-gray caliche-like
mile north of SW cor SWj sec. 15, blk. clay ------ — 9 15
M-7, B« S. I) F. sur., 10 miles north of Sandy brown clay - - - 3 18
Dimmitt. Red loam and clay
- —
6 24
Dark-gray clay 4 | 4 Sandy light-brown clay 3 27
Gray caliche and clay- 16 j 20 Light-brown sand 6 33
Red clay 8 28 Rock " I 33




Well 69 Edge of dry lake, 600 feet north of
Bed of dry lake, 300 feet south of well well 74.
68, Sandy tan-colored clay 6 6
Dark-gray clay
-- - -
3 j 3 Fine-grained white sand 12 18
Light-gray chalk and clay 18 j 21 January 7, 1939.
Yellow clay 3 ! 24 ' "~~
Red clay 7 I 31 Well 87
December 8, 1938, Bed of dry lake, Mrs. Lee Lambert tract,
586 feet south and 0.3 mile east of KW
Well 70 cor. NW-J- sec. 54, blk. M-7, B. S, & F.
Bed of dry lake, 600 feet south of well sur., 8 miles north of Dimmitt.
68. Black top soil 3 3





6 7 Sandy grayish-brown clay 19 27





8 24 Water sand with red stains 4 36
Light-gray clay
-- —
2 i 26 November 16, 1938.
December 8, 1958, j ' '
1 Well 88
Well 75 Bed of dry lake, Mrs, Lee Lambert tract,
Bed of dry lake, T. J. Maples tract, 25 j 244 feet north of well 87.
feet east and 100 feet south of WJ cor* j Gummy black top soil 3 3
F% see, 1, blk. MIOA, 7 miles northeast Chalky gray soil - - - 7 10
of Dimmitt. Gray, red-stained sand 6 16
Brown surface soil
- -
1 1 Chalky grayish-white caliche 9 | 25
Caliche and red clay
-







January 7, 1959, _ ,
43




Thickness Depth1 Thickness Depth"
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Well 89 Well 110
—
Continued
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. Lee Lambert tract, Caliche
------ —
5 27
520 feet north of well 87. Rock
- - 27
Black top soil
- - - —
2 2 January 9, 1939.
White caliche
- - - 18 20
Brown sand
—
2 | 22 Well 111
November 16, 1958. Flat, M« Lemons tract, 0.25 mile south"
of NW cor. ISWi sec. 78, blk. M-7, B- S.
Well 105 &F. sur., 8 miles northwest of Dimmitt,
Bed of dry lake, M. Lemons tract, 700 feet Brown surface soil
- -
3 3
south and 900 feet east of NW cor. RTSj sec. Pink-colored sand - — 22 25
79, blk. M-7, B. S. & F> sur., 9 miles Red loam
-------
5 30
north of Dimmitt. Red sand 2 32
Gummy gray clay
- - *" 6 6 Pink-colored caliche and
Gray sand - - ----- 9 15 sand ------ — 8 40
White sand and caliche 5 20 Pink-colored sand grains 3 43
Gray sand
- - - — 4 24 January 9, 1939.
January 5» 1939."
Well 125
Well 106 Edge of draw, E. R. Williams tract, 0.1
Bed of dry lake, M. Lemons tract, 250 feet mile east of SW cor.SW^- sec. 126, blk.
east of well 105. M-7, B. S. cc P. sur., 12-%- miles north-
Black surface soil
- - . 11l west of Dimmitt.
Gummy gray clay
- - —
7 8 Surface soil
-----
2 2
Gray sopd - - - - - — 13 21 Brown sand with caliche
Pink-colored sand
- — 2 1 23 pebbles ------ 13 15
January 3, 1939. . February 21, 1939.
Well 107 Well 126
Bed of dry lake, M. Lemons tract, 450 Bottom of draw, E. R» Williams tract,
feet east of well 105. 250 feet east of well 125.
Dark-gray surface soil 5 5 Surface soil
-----
3 3
Sandy gray clay - - — 8 13 Caliche gravel and sand 3 6
Grayish-tan-colored sand 10 23 Red sand
-------
4 10
Pinkish-tan-colored sand 4 27 Caliche
--------
2 12
January 5, 1959. Fine-grained sand
- - - 8 20' "
Rock 20
Well 109 February 21, 1939,
Gentle slope, N. H» Witt tract, 0.1mile
east of SWcor.SWj- sec. 76, blk. M-7, B. S. Well 127
& F. sur., 7§r miles north of Dimmitt. Edge of draw, E. R. Williams tract, 500
Gray surface soil
- —
111 feet east of well 125.
Buff-colored silt
- —




- — 6 12 White sand and caliche
Sandy light-gray clay- 21 33 pebbles
------
14 20
January 9, 1939. February 21, 1939.
Well 110 Well 141
Gentle slope, M. Lemons tract, 0.15 mile Bed of dry lake, M. 3. Benton tract, 6
east of SW cor. SWg- sec* 79, blk. M-7, feet south and 510 feet west of NE cor.
B« S. & p. sur., 8 miles northwest of NWf- sec. 1, blk, 0-3, B. L. L R. R. R. R.
Dimmitt. sur., 6 miles west of Dimmitt.
Brown surface soil
- -
3 1 3 Dark-gray surface clay 9 9
Pinkish-white sand
- -





11 22! (Continued on next po.ge)
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Logs of W» P. A, test wells in.Castro County— Continued






Greenish-gray clay - - 5 i 20 Sandy red loam - - - - 5 la
Sandy gray clay
- - —
1 21 Hard gray shale with
Sandy brown clay with red yellow streaks
- —
8 19
stains 9 t 30 December 2, 1958,
December 19, 1958. "
Well 155
Well 142 Bed of dry lake, G. J. Dieter tract,
Bed of dry lake, M« B. Benton tract, 250 215 feet west and 1,225 feet south of fflf
feet east of well 141. cor. NWj- sec, 2, blk. L-4, J. T. Tucker
Gray surface clay
-— " 5 j 5 subdivision, 4f- miles north of Dimmitt,
Sandy light-brown clay 7 12 Gummy black soil
- - - 4 4
Gray clay with red stains 3 15 Brown sand
- - - - — 2 6
Red loam «.------ 16 i 31 Reddish-brown shale — 12 18
December 19» 1938* Fine-grained yellow sand 2 20
Brown clay with red stains 2 22
Well 145 Yellow sand
-
2 24
Bed of dry lake, K» B, Benton tract, 500 Brown sand
------
3 27
feet east of well 141. November 21, 1958.
Dark-gray surface soil 2 1 2
Caliche and rod soil
-
14 18 Well 156
Red loam
-------
15 31 Bed of dry lake, G. J. Dieter tract,
December 19, 1958« 510 feet north of well 155.
Gummy black soil
- - - 10 10
Well 149 Sandy brown soil 12 22
Bed of dry lake, E. H. Youts tract, 100 Gummy greenish-gray clay 14 36
foot east end 0,5 mile north of SFw cor, November 21, 1938.
SWf: sec, 6, blk. L-2, J. T, Tucker sub-
division, 2x miles north of Dimmitt, Well 157
Black top soil
- - - - 1 1 Bed of dry lake, G. J. Dieter tract,
Gray sand
—
1 2 1,020 feet north of well 155.
Reddish-white clay
- -
9 11 Gummy black top soil
-
15 15
Gray shale and clay
—
3 14 Sandy greenish-gray clay 2 17
Gray sand
------
5 19 Light-brown sand - - - 4 21
Red sand with yollow. stains 9 i 28 Gray sand with white streaks223




Well 150 November 21, 1938,
Bed of dry lake, E« H. Youts tract, 510
feet east of well 149, Well 161
Gummy black top soil
-
1 j 1 Bed of dry lake, Federal Farm & Mortgage
Sandy red clay
- - - -
7 8 Assn. tract, 150 feet west of NE cor.
Yellow sand 1 9 SE-J- sec. 2, blk. L-l, J. T. Tucker sub-
Sandy light-red clay
-
7 16 division, 5 miles northeast of Dimmitt.
Gray sand - - ----- 1 17 Dark-colored loam - — 1 i 1
Reddish-white clay
- -
3 20 Very fine-grained gray silt 4 5
Gray clay - - ----- 7 27 Light-brown clay - - - 7 12
Sandy bright-red loam- 9 36 Fine-grained light-brown
December 2, 1958+ ____ sand- ------ — 1 13
Sandy light-brown clay 7 20
Well 151 Reddish-brown clay
- -
3 25
Bed of dry lake, E, H, Youts tract, 1,020 Sandy red clay
- - - - 8 31












Logs of W« P. A. test wells in Castro County— Continued
Thickness Depth! Thickness Depth. _____ (feet) (feet) j (feet) (faot )
Well 162 Well 169
Bed of dry lake, Federal Farm k Mortgage Top of ridge, C. B, Eilgore tract, o*2
Assn. tract, 400 feet south of well 161. mile east of HW cor. IWf sec, 28, blk.Dark-gray clay - - - - 414 M-10A, 3j miles east of Dimmitt.
Brown clay ---■■■-. 2 6 Brownish-red soil 1 1Fine-grained gray silt 4 10 Dark-gray soil 3 4Brownish-yellow clay - 8 18 Brown soil 3 7Reddish-colored clay - 3 21 Powdery white chalk 2 9Greenish-gray clay - - 11 ! 32 Pink-colored caliche andDecember 8, 1958. soil - ----- 6 X 5
Reddish-brown loam-- 3 18
Well 165 Red loam » 5 23
Bed of dry lake, Federal Farm & Mortgage Pink-colored caliche and
Assn. tract, 730 feet south of well 161. j.OG|n „ X 41 37Dark-gray loam and clay 4 4 January 20, 1939.
Sandy gray clay -- — 4 8 ' ' "~ ——————
Light-gray silt 2 10 Well 170
Light-brown clay 10 20 Flat, Board of ForeignMissions tract,
Red clay and chalk - - 9 29 TJW cor. m% sec. 13, blk. M-10A, 2kSandy brown clay 3 32 miles east of Dimmitt.






Well 165 Pink-colored caliche and
Bed of dry lake, W. F. Griffin tract, 300 soil 8 13
feet south and 0.2 mile west of IE cor. Brown loam
------
2 15




"* *— ' ~"~— ' —
Sandy light-red loam and Well 171gravel .-
-
12 | 18 . Bed of dry lake, 250 feet north andDecember 1, 1938. " X,520 feet east of SW cor. SWj lot 14,
blk. M, 1-J- miles east .of Dimmitt.Well 166 Sandy light-gray clay- 9 9Bed of dry lake, W. F. Griffin tract, 250 Light-gray sand with yellow
feet west of well 165. stains
- —
7 16Gummy black top soil
-




— """"— "~ —
Deoember 1, 1958, , Well 172
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. ~g7~B. Hackleman
Well 167 tract, 510 feet west of well 171.
Bed of dry lake, W» F. Griffin tract, 500 Gummy black top soil
-
7 7
foot west of well 165. Sandy gray clay - - - 13 20
Gummy black top soil
-
4 4 Sandy brown clay
- —
5 25
Gray shale and gumbo
-
8 12 Dark-brown clay
- - -
8 33
Sandy shale with red stains 7 19 Dooombor 6, 1938+






Logs of W. P. A. test v/ells in Castro County— Continued .
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
i
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Well X73 Well 189
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. G. B. Hackleman Bed of dry lake, Joe Hastings tract, 30
tract, 1,020 feet east of well 171, feet south and 40 feet west of NE cor.
Black top soil
-- - -
1 I 1 NEjj: lot 24, blk. M, l|r miles northwest
Sandy light-red loam
-
9 10 of Dimmitt.
Sandy gray clay
- - —





10 30 Brown shale and gumbo- 18 29





7 '37 November 25, 1938.
December 6, 1938.
Well 190
Well 178 Bed of dry lake, Joe Hastings tract, 400
Bed of dry lake, Solon Clements tract, feet south of well 189.
246 feet northeast of railroad and 0.5 Black gumbo
-
10 j 10
mile northwest of SE cor, SE^ sec. 15, blk. Brown shale and gumbo- 7 17
M-10A, l|rmiles southeast of Dimmitt. Yellow sand 2 19
Sandy red soil
- - - - 10 10 Gray shale and gumbo - 18 37
White caliche 3 13 Red gumbo 14 51
Sandy red loam with streaks November 25, 1958«
of white caliche
— " 5 18
November 19, 1938. Well 191
Bed of dry lake, Joe Hastings tract,
Well 179 910 feet south of well 189.
Bed of dry lake, Solon Clements tract, Sandy red loam
-- - - 15 I 15





12 12 White sand 5 28
Gummy dark-gray clay
-
10 22 Sandy light-red clay 7 35






November 19, 1938. November 25, 1938.
Well 180 Well 193
Bed of dry lake,S olon Clements tract, Bed of dry lake, J. 0. Ayers tract, 50
1,020 feet northeast *f well 178« feet south and 600 feet east of NW oor.






7 20 Dark-gray surface soil 1 1






November 19, 1938. Red loam 8 11— —
Rock __.._
— n
Well 181 _ December 17, 1958.
Flat, H. J# Rocker Est., NW cor. NW^ sec.
22, blk. M-10A, ij- miles south of Dirnmitt. Well 194
Brown surface soil
- -
3 3 Bed of dry lake, J. 0. Ayers tract, 300
Red loam
-------
2 5 feet west of well 193,
Pink-colored caliche
-
8 13 Dark-gray clay
- - - - XI XI
Sandy red soil ■"
- - -





4 30 Red loam
-------
10 30
Pink caliche and sand- 7 37 Sandy red loam
- - - - 3 33
Rock
- -.- 37 December 17, 1958.
January 11, 1939.
Well 195
Bed of dry lake, J. 0. Ayers tract, 600
feet west of well 193.
Dark-gray surface clay 5 | 5
(Continued on next page)
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Logs of W« P. A. test wells in Castro County— 'Continued
Thickness Depth) Thickness Depth__ (feet) (feet) j. (feet) (feet)
Well 195— ■Continued Well 200
Brown clay
- - - - —
5
"
10 Flat, T. B. Flint tract, NE cor NEx sec.
Sandy light-brown clay 17 27 ■ 4, blk. 0-3, E. L. & R. R. R. R. sur.,
Sandy light-brown and
- 5^- miles west of Dimmitt,
pink clay
-----
2 (29 Dark-brown surface soil 3 3
December 17, 1938. Pinkish-white caliche- 12 I 15""
Rock
- ------- i 15
Well 196 January 21, 1959.
Gentle slope, Hv E. &W«T.R. R. tract, j
m cor. Mi sec. 31,. blk. M-10A, 3"|miles | Well 206
southwest of Dimmitt " Flat, C. P. Hamilton tract, NE cor. NEj
Dark-brown surface soil 5 5 sec. 16, blk. 0-3, E. L. & R. R. R. R.
Sandy light-gray clay 2 7 sur., 7g- miles west of Dimmitt.
Red clay
- -----
5 12 Dark-brown surface soil 3 J 3
Sandy red loam
- - —
18 30 Powdery light-red caliche 14 17
Caliche and pink-colored Red loam and caliche 5 22
sand
-------
16 46 Rock --.- 22
Red sand
- - -----
2 48 January 21, 1959.
January 25, 1959. __
Well 207
Well 197 Edge of dry lake, C. P. Hamilton tract,
In sink, W« G. Baxter tract, 0.3 mile_ SE^NE^ sec. 16, blk. 0-3, E. L» & R. R.
north and 0*35 mile east of SW cor SWf- R. R. sur., 7j miles west of Dimmitt,
blk. 7, R. J. Williams sur., 5 miles Dark-gray surface soil 2 2
west of Dimmitt. "White caliche and pink-
Dark-gray clay
-- —










5 13 Pink-colored sand and
Gummy reddish-brown clay 5 18 caliche
------
12 60




Sandy light-gray clay 2 35 Well 208
Red sand
- -----
6 41 Bed of dry lake, J. H. Flanagan tract,
Medium-grained white sand 12 53 30 feet West and 450 feet south of NE
Pink-colored sand
- -
10 j 63 cor. KE^- sec. 6, blk. 0-3, E. L. cc R. R,
Yellowish-pink sand
-
6 i 69 R. R. sur., 6j miles southwest of Dimmitt.
Fine-grained buff-colored Dark-gray surface soil 3 3
sand
-------
3 | 72 Sandy gray clay -- — 2 5




Well 198 Brown clay
- ---
6 14
In sink, W. G. Baxter tract, 0.2 mile Light-gray sand
- - —
1 15
west of well 197. Red loam
-------
12 27
Dark-gray surface soil 3 j 3 Brown clay -'--.- -■"" 5 52
Sandy gray clay
- - -
2 5 December 21, 1938.
Red sand - - ----- 18 23 ' ~~~
Caliche and pink-colored Well 209
sand
-------
14 37 Bed of dry lake, J. H. Flanagan tract,
Medium-grained red sand 2 39 525 feet south of well 208.
Medium-grained pinkish-white Dark-gray surface clay 5 5
sand
-------
8 47 Sandy light-gray clay- 3 8













(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Well 252 Well 264
Edge of dry lake, W. J. Wilson Est., 0.2 Bed of dry lake, J. L. Krumm tract, 0.3
mile south and 0.45 mile east of NW cor. mile south and 0.3 mile east of NW cor.
Tffli sec, 314, blk. M-6, S. K. &K. sur., NW-J- sec. 332, blk, M-6, S. K. &K. sur.,
120- miles northeast of Dimmitt. 8g- miles northeast of j)immitt.
Top soil
-------





4 6 White sand
------
4 9
Sandy clay - ----- 6 12 Reddish-white sand - - 2 11
Red loam and caliche- 4 16 Brown water sand with red




Bed of dry lake, W. J. Wilson Est., 300 . Well 265
feet south of well 252. Bed of dry lake, J« L. Krumm tract,
Black clay
- - —
6 6 500 feet east of well 264,
Sandy clay - - - - — 10 16 Gummy black soil - - - 1 1
Caliche 2 18 Sand 3 4
Rock
---------
18 Sand and gravel
- - —
6 10
April 4, 1939+ November 28, 1938.
Well 254 Well 266
Bed of dry lake, W. J. Wilson Est., 600 Bed of dry lake, J, L. Krumm tract,
feet south of well 252. 1,200 feet east of well 264,
Dark-gray clay
- - —
7 7 Black top soil
- - - - 2 2
Sandy clay
- -----





2 1 37 Sand
-
10 21
April 5, 1959. ■ November 28, 1938.
Well 255 Well 267
Bed of dry lake, !" J. Wilson Bst., 900 Bed of dry lake, J. L. Krumm tract,
feet south of well 252. 1,200 feet northeast of well 266.
Dark-gray clay
- - —





24 32 Gray sand
- - -----
2 j 3
Very sandy clay with sand Fine-grained sand and rock 2 5
streaks
------




- - 20 63 Water sand ------ 2 13
April 3, 1939. November 28, 1958.
Well 256 Well 272
Bed of dry lake, W. J. Wilson Est., 1,200 Bed of dry lake, Ester Noble tract, 107
feet south of well 252* feet west and 1,068 feet north of SE cor.
Dark-gray clay 8 8 SE:J- sec. 335, blk. M-6, S. K. & K. sur.,
Sandy gray clay
- - -
27 35 7 miles east of Dimmitt.
April 5, 1959. White caliche 5 5
Sandy light-red loam and
Well 257 gravel 30 35
Bed of dry lake, W. J. Wilson Est., November 17, 1938.




7 7 Well 275
Sandy clay with sand streaks 41 48 Bed of dry lake, Ester Noble tract, 358
Pink-colored sand
- -
28 76 feet south of well 272.
Buff-colored sand
- *" 14 90 Brown gummy top soil 6 6
April 3, 1939. Reddish-white caliche- 5 11




Sandy light-red loam- 8 34
November 17, 1938,
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(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Well 274 Well 298— Continued
Bed of dry lake, Ester Noble tract, 792 { Gummy clay " ""--." 16 44





3 3 March 22, 1959.
White caliche --"-'.«"" 2 5
Sandy buff-colored loam 5 10 Well 299
Sandy light-red loam with Bed of dry lake, Mrs. J. F. Wilhelm tract,
white streaks - — 14 24 800 feet of well 295.
Sandy brown loam with white Dark-colored clay
- —
4 4
streaks 4 I 28 Sandy clay
-
23 27
November 17, 1938* Gummy clay
-------
7 34
Sandy clay with sand . '
Well 278 streaks 6 40
Gentle slope, Woolridge Lumber Co. tract, Sand
---------
11 5X
SE^SE-J- sec* 343, blk. M-6, S. K. &K. sur. March 22, 1959.
5 miles east of Dimmitt.
Brown surface soil
- -
2 I 2 Well 300
Fine-grained white chalk 1 3 Bed of dry lake, Mrs. J. F. Wilhelm
Pink-colored caliche and soil14 17 tract, 1,000 feet west of well 295.
Red loam
- - -----




- - — i33 Sandy clay - 30 24
January 20, 1939 Gummy clay with red stains 3 27
Sandy clay with sand streakss 32
Well 295 White sand and caliche 6 38
Edge of dry lake, Mrs. J. T. Wilhelm tract. Red sand
----- —
12 I 50
300 feet north and 0.3 mile east of SW March 22, 1939.
cor.Mi sec 223, blk. M-6, S. K. & K.
sur., iOg- miles east of Dimmitt. Well 301
Dark-colored clay
- -
5 5 Bed of dry lake, Mrs. J. F. Wilhelm
Sandy clay
- —
1 \ 6 tract, 1,200 feet west of well 295.
March 24, 1939. Dark-gray clay





Well 296 Sand 3 23
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. J. F. Wilhelm Sand and caliche
- - -
9 32
tract, 200 feet west of well 295. Sand 14 46
Dark-colored clay
- -




Gummy clay 3 28 Well 302
Sand 2 30 Edge of dry lake, Mrs. J. F. Wilhelm




Well 297 Sandy clay
-
13 17
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. J. F. Wilhelm Sand and caliche
- - -
8 25





- - ~ 22 27 Well 311
Gummy clay with red stains 12 39 Bed of dry lake, side of county road,
Sand 10 49 230 feet north and 510 feet east of
March 22, 1939* SW cor.SWj- sec. 253, blk. M-6, S. K. & K.
sur., 10 miles northeast of Dimmitt.
Well 298 Black gumbo
------
11 11
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. J. F* Wilholm Brown gumbo
- -----
3 14










23 I 28 November 29, 1938.
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(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Well 312 Well 319
Bed of dry lake, side of county road, Bottom of draw, C. J# Mapes tract,
510 feet west of well 311. 400 feet north of well 317.
Black shale and gumbo 10 10 Brown surface soil 4 4
Iron-gray shale and gumbo 5 15 Sandy gray clay-
- - -
5 9
Sandy light-red loam- 3 18 Caliche- ------- 10 19
Gray gumbo - - - - — 6 24 Rock- - ------ 19




White sand 5 33 Well 366
November 29, 1938. Bed of dry lake, Geo. H. Bates
tract, 525 feet north of SB cor.
Well 313 SBf sec. 30, blk. 10-T, T & N. 0.
Bed of dry lake, "siaTe"oT"county road, R0 R, sur,, 12 miles southeast of
230 feet north of SE cor. SSx sec. Dimmitt,
258, blk, M-6, S, K# & K. sur., 510 feet Gray surface soil- - - 2 2
/vest of well 312. Fine-grained sand- - - 7 9
Shale and gumbo- - — 7 7 Light-grayish-tan sand- 8 17
Sandy red loam
- - — 11 18 White caliche 6 23
Sandy light-red loam with Light-brown sand - - — 3 26
white streaks- - - 13 31 Red sand- ------- 7 33
November 29, 1958. December 15, 1958.
Well__Jsl6 Well 367
Bottom of draw, C. 1. Woods Bed of dry lake, Geo. H. Bates
tract, 150 feet west and 0.25 tract, 300 feet north of well
mile north of SE cor. SE-| sec. 269, 366.
blk, M-6, S. K. & K. sur., 11 Dark-gray surface clay- 3 3





8 8 Pinkish-gray clay - - - 9 19
Sand-
--------
4 12 Light-brown sand-
- - -
6 25
Brown clay- - - - - - 2 14 Rock- -- ----- 25
Sand 6 20 December 15, 1958
Sand with caliche gravel 6 26
February 8, 1959, Well 368
Bed of dry lake, Geo. H. Bates
HeiL.3lZHeiL.31Z tract, 600 feet north of well 366.
Bottom of draw, C. J. Mapes Dark-gray surface clay- 4 4
tract, 0,25 mile north of SW cor. Red sand-
-------
6 10
SWx sec. 252 blk. M-6, S. K. & X, Fine-grained, light-gray
sur., 150 feet east of well 316. sand - 4 14
Sandy red loam-
-- - 8 8 Buff-colored sand— - - 6 20
Sandy gray clay-
— -
5 13 Sandy red clay-
- - - -
6 26
Red sand- ------ 2 15 Greenish-gray clay with
Sandy clay- ----- 4 19 red stains ----- 3 29
Sand 9 28 Light-brown sand- - - - 2 31
February 8, 1939. Red loam 5 36
December 15, 1958.
■ ■ i^eii^jsic^ , :
Bottom of draw, C.J. Biapes
tract, 200 feet north of well 317.
Gray clay-.x < -<-"■."" 10 10
Brownish-gray sand- - 18 2r





Logs of W # P. A, test wells in Castro County
—
Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feot) (feet) (feet)
Well 597 Well 456
Bed of dry lake, C, G. Hankins tract, 15 Bed of dry lake, W, Smowse tract, 0.3
feet east and 15 feet north of SW cor, mile west and 2,600 feet north of SE
SWi sec. 12, blk. S-2, B. L. &R.R.R. R. cor # SBj sec. 53, blk. T, R. M. Thomp-
sur,, 17 miles southeast of Dimmitt. son sur«, 12-g miles southwest of Dimmitt,
Dark-gray clay- - - - 2 2 Black top soil- ----- 6 6
Sandy clay- ----- 2 4 Red and -white sand- -- - 5 11
Sandy white clay- - - 14 18 Light-red sand- ----- 2 13
Sandy tan-colorod clay 3 21 Buff-colored sand -- - - 4 17
Red-brown clay- - - - 2 23 Red sand- --------11 28
S^ndy grayish-tan colored November 18, 1958,
clay- -- - 3 I 26
January 4, 1959. Well 457
Bed of dry lake, W. Smowse tract, 510
Well 598 feet south of well 456.
Bed of dry lake, C. G. Hawkins tract, Black gumbo soil- - - - - 16 16
450 feet north of well 397. " Brown sand with yellow
Dark-gray clay- -- — 6 6 stains- ------ — 6 22
Light-brown clay- - -- 5 11 White sand- ------- 11 33
White caliche and clay 3 14 Yellow sand- ----- — 2 35
Sandy light-brown clay 5 19 "White sand- ------- 5 40
Sandy red loam
—
6 25 November 18, 1958.
Brovm clay and caliche 14 39
Pink-colorod sand-
- -
2 41 Well 458
Gray sand-
------
1 42 Bed of dry lake, W. Smowse tract, 1,020
January 4, 1939, feet south of well 456.
Sandy brown top soil- - - 1 1
Well 399 Chocolate-brown sand with
Bed of dry lake, C. G, Hankins tract, 900 small gravel- -- - — 9 10
feet north of well 397. Light-brown sand- -- - - 8 18
Dark-gray clay- -- - 10 ! 10 Light-red sand- ---- 11 29
Light-brown clay- - - 10 20 Light-brown sand- ---» - 6 35
Sandy brown clay- - - 5 25 Brown sand with yellow
Brown clay and sand 5 30 streaks- ------- 3 38
Tan-colored sand 5 35 November 18, 1958.
Pink-colored sand 8 45
White sand 5 48 Well 468
Loose sand with red strains 6 i 54 Bed of dry lake, Mrs. S, Herring tract,
January 5, 1959. 25 feot north and 1,400 feet west of
SB cor, SEx sec. 27, blk. T-4, T. R#
Well 400 Thompson sur., 8 miles southwest of
Bed of dry lake, C, G. Hankins tract, Dimmitt,
1,200 feet north of well 397. Surface clay --—5 5
Dark-gray clay-
- - - 6 6 Sandy clay- ------ — 18 23
Light-brown sand- - - 2 8 March 17, 1959.
White caliche- - - — 9 17
Pink caliche- - - - - 2 19 Well 469
White sand-
----- 6 25 Bed of dry lake, Mrs, E, Herring tract,
January 5, 1939. 200 feet east of well 468.
Dark-colored clay- - - — 6 6
Sandy clay- 19 25
March 17, 1959.
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Logs of W, P. A. tost wells in Castro County--Continued
Thickness Depth j Thickness Depth_ (foot) (foot) | (foot) (foot)
Tie11 470 Wqll 486
Bed of dry lake,"Mrs. E." Herring tract, Bed of dry lake, Mrs. S. Herring tract,
400 feet east of well 468. 500 foet south of well 484,
Dark-colored clay- - - 7 7 Gray surface clay- - - 5 } 5
Sandy clay- 23 30 Sandy brov/nish-gray clay 13 18
Sand
-
32-g 62J- j Sandy clay with rod stains 2 20
March 16, 1939. Sandy clay 4 24
: Grayish-red sand- - — 21 45
Well 471 ■ : February 13, 1959,
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. 3, Herring tract, j
600 feet east of well 468, Well 487
Dark-colored clay- - - 5 5 ; Bed of dry lake, Mrs. S. Herring tract,
Sandy clay 26 31 j 750 feet south of well 484,
March 17, 1939. _____„ ! Dark gray surface clay- 6 j 6
j Sandy clay with caliche,
Well 472 pebbles 7 13
Bed of dry lake,"Mrs" S." Herring tract, I February 15, 1939.
800 feet east of well 468.
"" : " ~ '
Dark-colored clay- - - 4 4 ■■ Well 488
Sandy clay- - 26 30 Edge of dry lake, Mrs. S. Herring tract,
Send- 33 63 : 1,000 feet south of well 484.
March 16,1939. , Surface soil — 1 | 1
: Sandy rod loam-
----- 24 25
'"ell 473 I Caliche --.-.-- 3 28
Edge of dry lake, Mrs. E. Herring tract, i Buff-colored sand - - 2 '30
1,000 feet east of well 468. ( February 15, 1959.
Surface soil- - 3 3 ""! " '
Sand and sandy clay - 20 23 Well 489
Sand and caliche pebbles 12 35 Top of ridge, Mrs. Nannie Dougharill
March 17, 1959. j tract, SEJseJ sec. 42, blk. K-13, E. L.
&R,R.R. R. sur#,3-3/4 miles south of
X-IqII 484 I Dimmitt.
Edge of dry lako, Mrs. E. Herring tract, j Brown surface soil 1 4
0.1mile south of NE cor. WE~ sec. 44, Pinkish-white caliche - - 1 5
blk, T-4, T. A. Thompson sur., 3 miles ; Smdy rod soil and caliche 23 28
southwest of Dimmitt. I Rock- ---------- 28
Gray surface clay-
- -
3 3 January 11, 1939,
Sandy red loam-
- - -- 3 6
Caliche- 6 Well 491
February 10, 1939. j Roy G. Smith tract, MTJmJ- sec. 38, blk.j K-13, E. L. & R. R. R.~R.%ur., 4x miles
485 I south of Dimmitt.
Bod of dry lake, Mrs. E. Herring tract, I Dark-colored surface soil 2 2
250 foot south of well 484. J Fine-grained pink-colored
Gray surface clay- - - 5 5 caliche- ------- 7 9
Gray sand
- - 9 14 Red loam- 15 24
Sandy brown clay - - - 1 15 Rock- ---------- 24
Sand 2 17 January 18, 1959.
Sandy clay with red stains 8 25
Buff-colored sand- - - 21 j 46
February 10, 1939. j
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Logs of W» P# A. test wolls in Castro County
—
Continued
Thickness Depth j Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) I (feet) (feet)
t
WeP 494 -fell 505— ContinuedGentle slope,HWfSWx sec. 37, blk,K-13, E. SBndyS 8ndy clay IT" 18
L.& R.R.R.R.sur.,6 miles south of Dimmitt, Red and white sand-
- 18 36
Dark-colored surface soil 3 , 3 March 2 1939,
Light-pink-colored soil and
caliche 6 9 | Well 504
Red loam 6 15 i Bed of dry lake, Emily F. Weeks tract,
Rock 15 750 feet south of well 501.
January 18, 1939. Dark-colored clay- 7 7
| Sandy clay- — 21 ?3
We11^496 | yellow sand- 2 30Edge of dry lake,Colin Walton tract, 430 c~ray sand 8 38
feet south and 500 feet west of KB cor, February 28, 1939.
lir sec. 3, blk,K-13,5|- miles southeast of
Dimmitt. TRei% 505Gummy gray clay 5 5 Bod of dry lake, Emily F. Weeks tract,
Gummy light-brown clay 15 20 1,000 feet south of well 501.
Sandy grayish-brown clay 10 30 Dark-colored clay 4 4
Brown clay 4 34 j ssandy clay- 26 30December 10, 1958. Sand- -------- 7 37
March 2, 1939.
Well 497 ■
Edge of dry lake, Colin Walton tract, 400 ! Well 506
feet north of well 496. Bod of dry lake, Emily F. Weeks, tract,
Red loam 2 1,250 feet south of well 501.
Gray clay 4 6 Dark-gray surface clay- 2 . j 2
Brown clay 6 12 Sandy brown clay 15 17
Light-colored sand-
-
4 16 Sand 22 39
Sandy tan-colored clay 1 17 March 2, 1939.
Chalky caliche 5 22 '
Red clay and caliche- 3 25 Well 507
December 10, 1958. __j Edge of dry lake, W. F, Griffin tract,
250 feet south of well 506, NRF^JBi sec.I{®}} SQI 10. blk. K-13, E. L, &R.R.R. R# sur.,
Bed of dry lake, Emily F, Weeks tract, 265| nimiles south of Dimmitt.
feet east and 1,300 feet north of SW cor, Sandy clay- ------ 5 5
SEx sec. 9, blk. K-13, E. L. & R. R. R. R. Caliche - 3 8sur,, ll|r miles south of Dimmitt. Sand- --------- 6 14
Dark-colored clay- - - 2 2 March 2, 1939.
Fine-grained sand- - - 3 5
Caliche 4 9 Well 509
Pink-colored sand 8 17 Edge of dry lake, W. Wt & J. C. Gilbreath
March 2, 1939. tract, 0,1mile west and 0,2 mile south
of HE cor. Ne^ sec, 31, blk, K-13, E, L.
Well 502 & R# R> R# R. "sur., lljmiles south of
Bed of dry lake, Emily F. Weeks tract,2so Dimmitt
foet south of well 501. Surface'soil - 1 1Dark-colored clay- - - 4 4 Sandy rod loam 5 6
Sandy clay- 9 13 Sandy clay with caliche
Rock- -____ 13 streaks 13J- 19§-March 2, 1959, Caliche | 19§
March 7, 1939,
Well 505 '
Bod of dry lak'c,. Emily F. Weelcs tract,
500 feet south of well 501. j
Dark-colored clay- '7 [ ."7 1
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Logs of W# P. A# test wells in Castro County
—
Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
'
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feao)
W^l r5lOr510 Well 516— ContinuedBed of dry lake, l:. W. &J. C. Gilbrcath Chalk and clay IT 22tract, 200 feet west of well 509. Ed clay- ------- 1 23
Dark-colored surface clay 5 j 3 Sandy iight-tan-colored
Sandy clay- 15 } 18 clay 2 25Caliche- - 5 i 23 Caliche and sand- - - - 1 26
Sand 23 146 December 9, 1938.
March 7, 1939, !-
m c-.-. Well 517'I?11 1 n r Bed of dry lake, C. H. Bowden tract, 450Bed of dry lake, ST. V.'. &J. C. tnlbrcath feet north of well 516>tract, 400 foot west of well 509, Dark-gray clay- - - - - 3 3
Dark-colored clay 4 j 4 Sandy light-brown clay- 8 11
Ssndy clay 23 27 Chalky clay 5 16
Sand- 18 '45 Light-brown clay 4 20
March 4, 1939, Red loam
_
2 22
Chalk and clay- - - - - 10 32
Well 512 Light-brown sand 9 41
Bed of dry lake, W. W. &J. C. Gilbreath December 9, 1938.tract, 600 feet west of well 509. ~—
Dark-colored clay- - - 4 4 Well 518
Sandy clay- 28 32 Bed of dry lake^ Mrs. Irene Sharp tract,Sand 12 44 20 feet east and 0^25 mile north of mMarch 2, 1939. cor# m± sec# 33^ blk# K.l3# B# L- &R>
R. H. R. sur., 9^- miles south of Dimmitt,Well 513 Sandy red loam 8 8
Bed of dry lake, K. Y. &J. C. Gilbreath Sandy brown clay 3 11tract, 800 feet west of well 509. Light-gray sand 2 13
Dark-colored clay 6 6 Gummy red loam 9 22





March 6, 1939, Well 519
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. Irene Sharp tract,¥e11 .,514 „ „ 300 feet north of well 518.Bed of dry lake, W. W. &J, C# Gilbreath Dark-gray clay 3 3tract, 1,000 feet west of well 509. Brown clay- ------ 5 8
Dark-colored clay 6 6 Sandy light-colored clay 3 11
Sandy clay 19 25 Red clny 4 15
Sand -■'■ 19 44 Gummy gray clay 6 21
March 7, 1959.
(
; December 22, 1958.
Well 515 Well 520
Bed of dry lake, W, W. &J, C# Gilbreath Bed of dry lakQj Mrs. Irene Sharp tract,
tract, 1,200 feet west of well 509. 600 feet north of well 518#
Dark-colored clay 6 6 Dark-gray surface clay- 2 2
Sandy clay 14 20 Brown clay- - 5 7
Sand 25 45 Fine-grained gray sand- 3 10
March 7, 1939. Sandy brown clay with red
stains-
- - ----- 8 18
ell 516 Red clay 5 23
Bed of dry lake, C. E. Bowden tract, 10 Sandy gray clay- -- — 1 24
feet east and 350 feet north of S*7 cor, i^^ caliche and clay. ! 25
SWf sec. 32, blk. K-13, E# L. &R.R. R. December 22, 1958.






Logs of W. P. A. test wells in Castro County
—
Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness De-g'zb
(feet) (feet) (feet) (fee^Q
Well 552 Well 537
Bed of dry lake, Mrs.E. Herring tract, j Edge of dry lake, Mrs. E. Herring tract.
700 feet south of M cor. SW-J soc. 35, I 1,500 foot north of woll 532.
blk. T-4, T. A. Thompson sur.,11 miles Red loam- ------ 4 4
south of Dimmitt. Sandy rod clay- - - - 5 9
Gray surface clay 3 j 3 Fine-grained gray sand 30 39
Sandy brown clay 3 6 \ February 1, 1939.
Caliche with sand and
clay 5 11 Well 552
Fine-grained chalky sand 9 20 NCar draw, Mrs. Rosa McLean tract, 0.3
Fine-grained sand 10 I 30 mii0 south and 0.3 mile cast of TM cor.
February 6, 1959. j^ri soc^ 19j hlk^ 0-4^ d. & S. E. R. R.
sur #,13 miles southwest of Dimmitt.
'"ell 555 . Srndy brown top soil- 6 6
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. E. Herring tract, Sand and gravel 10 16
300 feet north of well 532. Water sand- ----- 2 18
Dark-gray surface clay 5 5 November 50, 1938.
Sandy brown clay-
- - 3 8
Very fine-grained sand 3 11 Well 553
Sandy clay- 3 14 Near draw, Mrs. Kosa McLean tract, 510
Caliche 3 17 fGct south of well 552.
Sandy brown clay and Sandy brown top soil- 7 7
caliche 6 23 Sandy gray loam- - - — 6 13
Brown sand with clay Sand and gravel- 6 19
binder 12 i 35 Rod sand 7 26
February 6, 1939. November 50, 193:8.
Well 534 Well 554
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. E. Herring tract, Noar draw, Mrs. Rosa. McLean tract, 1,020
600 feet north of well 532. foot south of well 552.
Dark-gray surfaco clay 7 j 7 Red sand „ - 9 g
Sandy and fine-grained sand 20 j 27 White sand 2 11
Fine-sand with clay binder 11 i 38 Rock- --------- 11
February 6, 1939. November 50, 1938.
Woll 535 Well 583
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. E. Herring tract, In draWj w# M, Myers tract, 20 feet west
900 feet north of well 532. 1j025 feet north of SE cor^ ss|SGC#
Dark-gray surface clay 7 7 12f blk, 1, H. E. Halsoll subdivision,Sandy brown clay 9 16 14 miles south of Dimmitt.
Grconish-gray clay 4 20 Prown surface soil 5 5
Sandy red clay 14 34 Fine-grained gray sand
Gray sand 6 40 and si.it. 2 7
Moist fine-grained gray, Fine-grained sand with
red and yellow sand 8 i 48 rod strins- ----- 4 11
February 6, 1959. Pink sand 4 15
December 22, 1938,
Well 556
Bed of dry lake, Mrs. E. Herring tract,
1,200 feet north of well 532.
Dark-gray surfaco clay 3 I 3
Sandy red loam-
- - - 5 8
Sandy clay with streaks of
fine-grained sand- 16 24
Fine grained gray sand 22 i 46
February 1, 1957.
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Logs of W# A. P. tost wells in Castro County—Continued
Thickness Depth 1~" Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
584 Well 585
In draw, W. M# Myers tract, 200 feet south jn draw, W. M. Myers tract, 500 feetof well 583.
( south of wall 583,
Gray surface clay 1 1 Dark-brown surface soil 3 3
Sr.ndy brown loam-
- —
2 3 Brown loam 4 7
Gray sand 3 6 Fine-grained gray sand- 5 12
Pini£ sand- 6 12 Pink-colored sand 2 14
December 22, 1938. December 22, 1938,
5
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(Analyzed at The University of Texas under the direction of Dr. E. P. Schoch, Director of the Bureau of IndustrialChemistry, and E. W. Lohr, Chemist, U. S. Dapertment of the Interior, Geological Survey; by D. F. Riddell, and H. T.Davidson, Chemists; and Martin Wieland, Jack Ramsey, and D. C. Ebner, Assistant Chemists. Nitrate and fluoridedetermined by E. W. Lohr. Results are in parts per million. Well numbers correspond to numbers in table of well ■records.) . j . _Depth Date Total Cal- Magne- Sodium and Bicar- Sul- Chlo- Ni- Fluor- TotalWell Owner of of dissolved cium sium Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide hardnessc/ well collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Na / X) (HCO3) ■ (S0 4 ) (Cl) (N0 3 ) (F) as CaCO.(ft.) 1 (calc.) 1 I (calc. ) I I I (calc-P
5 Mrs. Alice Monday 140 Dec. 8, 1938 260 46 35 4 214 23 24 4,7 25014 J. N. Benson 91 Dec. 14, 1958 262 2 250 ~18 20 b/23 ¥. P. A. test 17 Feb. 25, 193 9 320 109 11 = 305 41 9 h/ - 31751 do. 18 Dec. 16, 1958 141 59 12 = 153 9 -5 0 14860 ~ Stevens 75 Nov. 16, 1938 375 55 II 76 311 25 27 28 17768 W. P. A. test 50 Dec. 8, 1958 - - 20 6 b/- -71 22 Nov. 16, 1938 446 54 57 58 403 26 40 30 5.3 32086 E. S. Ireland 73 Jan. 50. 1959~ 511 - - 262 57 28 b/ -87 W. P. A. test 36 Nov. 16, 1938 155 - I 159 9 go~.li/ 5.495 Finis Hunter 57_ do. 294 47 45 2 281 52 25 5/ 2.9 30595 ¥. A. Hunter 60 do. 372 62 46 16 525 45 41 b/ 5.0""" 54498 - Nov. 21, 1938 104 52 6 98 11 10 - 0.6 101113 J. S. Smith 100 Feb. 7, 1939 248 55 28 5_ 244 26 18 b/ 247124 W. T. Cox 78 Dec. 14, 1938 277 56 40 - 305 15 11 - 4.8 505152 N. H. Flory 95 Dec. 8, 1958 555 __;; z _ _- 542 27 22 b/157 H. G. Behrends 150 Feb, 15, 1959 275 ~-Z I 256 ~6 18 hj - -159 A. Taylor 172 Dec. 19, 1958 206 38 18 17 201 20 15 b/ 1.4 171144 Judge —Buck Est. 192 Feb. 9, 1939 265 52 22 22 281 20 11 £/ - ~ 219145 - 165 Nov. 36, 1958 268 56 52 4 505 12 8 ~£L£ 270J. W. Godfrey 115 Feb. 22, 1959 525 52 47 2 262 52 41 h/~~ ~ 524164 Mrs._J. C. , 137 Jan. 30, 1959 529 - - - 295 41 ~20 h/ -Montgomery168 G. C. Johnson 165 Dec. 15, 1958 276 ~ - ~ 362 24 17 h/ - -174 Mrs. G.B.Hackleman 165 Dec. 6, 1958 212 " 48 24 - 220 25 7b/ 220185 Mrs. W. A. Murphy 178 Feb. 6, 1939 272 - - - 256 26 16 b/ - -»199 J. T. Smith 174 Feb. 15, 1959 501 - - 293 24 17 hJ ~ ~ 3°l3 °1209 T f. P. A. test 8 Dec. 21, 1938 428 124 26 4 451 47 5 b/ 416212 Mrs. Lottie Lust 183 Dec. 10, 1958~ 214 56 17 4 232 12 9 - 1.5 210215 E. R. Rothwell 240 Jan. 21, 1959 _264_ 54 30 8' 293 16 11 b/ 1.2 258251 F. J. Hiltbrunner 435 Mar. 30, 1939 1.382 35 4 456 435 , 556 270 57 2.8 102c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligrams equivalents -per liter on page 60.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
Partial analyses of water from wells in Castro County, Texas
a/ Sulphate less than 10 Darts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Castro County —ContinuedResults are in parts per million. l^^^-l^^^^|~~ Depth f~~ Date Total Cal- Magne- Sodium and Bicar- sul- Chlo- Ni- Fluor- TotalWell Owner ; of of dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide hardnessV well collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Na / X) (HC0 3 ) (S0 4 ) (Cl) (N0 3 ) (F) as CaCO-
258 Callle Robertson 580 Jan. 19, 1939 1,825 52 14 600 281 477 540 b/ 1,9 189259 E. L. Davis 198 do, 257 36 14 58 232 18 17 £/ - 149260 E. W. Kinney 179 Nov. 28, 1938 250 65 19 5 244 20 19 &/ 1.8 242261_Mrs. Clarence 400 Jan. 30, 1939 1,122 11 1 423 445 210 255 b/ 2~7S 30
1
Byrnes262 Mrs. R. W. Gillian 75 do. 263 60 20 17 299 11 6 b/ 1.5 255265 V. L. Krumm 55 Nov. 28, 1958 220 _- £ 232 11 6 b/264 W. P. A. test 1| do. 176 44 18 - 207 9 2 186265 do. 10_ do. 168 51 11 189 9 2 0.8 172266 do. 21 do. 502 ,_; 554 7 1 hj - -271 J. P. Sharp 158 Nov. 17, 1958 240 48 55 - 256 16 12 - 2.8 255277 D. J. Woolridge 170 Jan. 19. 1959 507 57 54 10 256 57 25 W - 281 """280 J. A. Acker 176 Feb. 10, 1939 279 256 28 19 £/ ~ -282 Frank Ann en 150 Mar. 8, 1939 274 56 55 2_ 262 50 24 b/ - 275291 Casper Schmucker 156 Mar. 6, 1959. 291 I 244 22 38 V - '-."""298 VL P. A. test 46 Mar. 22, 1959 281 - 517 9 5 h/505 Mrs. J. F. Wilheim 157 Jan. 20, 1959 498 64 38 76 409 49 70 b/ "" - 319321 Arney Public School 171/ Feb. 8, 1959 254 54 17 45 ' 256 22 12 b/ - 156522 Frank Davis 175 Jan. 19, 1959 256 - - 244 24 12 b/ 1.6554 -« Tomlinson 150 Mar. 2 % 1939 274 57 27 12 275 25 16 b/ 1.5 252355 Ed. Brockman 155 Dec. 15, 1938 263 68 24 : 226 22 54 - 1.9 270556 Miller Est. 152 Mar. 6, 1939 294 - 268 "30 20 b/ - -570 - 155 Dec. 15, 1958 250 - .- - 252 17 25 b/ -575 J. C. Powell 125 Feb. 14, 195 9 546 66 59 9 262 49 52 b/ 1.9 524578 Perry Graham 122 Feb. 24, 1959 265 jjj 256 20 16 b/ ~580 Mrs. Mary Cal dwell 81 do. 326 57 55 16 262 5J2 37^ S7 I 287382 W. F. Griffin 80 d^o. 275 - - 256 24 20 b/385 G. J. Abbott 57 Feb. 14, 1959 275 50 34 9 275 24 19' ,b/ 2.8 266 """589 - 85^ dOj, 286 65 28 7 256 28 54 b/ 272405 Fred Hamm 80 Dec. 12, 1938 423 70 58 4 281 65 84 h/ 2.9 416 "*~451 Will Graef 125 Jan. 21, 1959 195 49 19 _~ 189 15 15 b/ 2.1 202459 C. C. English 120 Dec. 21, 1958 556 56 49 8 262 60 50 2.6 540460 77. C. Coswell 121 Nov. 30, 1958 268 - "250 30 15 b/ -467 Mrs. E. Herring 116 l!ar. 15, 1959 515 59 41 259 50 50 b/ 1.4 316c/ Analyses of selected wells are given In milligrams equivalentsper liter on page 60.a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate leas than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Castro Ounty —ContinuedResults are in parts per million. - ■-- _Depth Date Total Teal- Magne- Sodium and|43ica- Ism- I'Chio-j Mi- IFluor-! TotalWell Owner of of dissolved cium si urn Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide hardnessS/ well collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Na / X) (HC0 3 ) (S0 4 ) (Cl) (N0 3 ) (F) as CaC0 3(ft.) (calc.) (calc. ) | ) [ [ (calc.)
_479 Ql T. Herring 140 Feb. 1, 1939 265 56 24 13 281 23 ~TI b7~ 240"" Est. 7-~492 Ray G. Smith 120 Jan. 12, 1939 250 - 244 22 12 __/ -499 J. B. Turner 101 Feb. 24, 1939 362 74 32 17 287 52 58 b/ 1«6 515504 W. P. A. test 58 Feb. 28. 1959 302 64 53 7 299 28 20 b/ 2.8 295513 do. 45 Marl 6, 1939 512 - 275 26 32 b/ -521 J. R. Harris 100 Jan. 18, 1959 284 . 50 58 7 505 26 10 b/ 3.0 284523 Mrs. Irene Sharp 91 Nov. 25, 193 8 221 56 32 3 195 30 20 2J2 JL 3 220527 W. B. Cole 85 Jan. 25, 1939 282 - - 275 26 13 b/ - -535 W. P. A. test 48 Feb. 6, 1959 358 83 11 28 275 41 .22 __/ 252549 C. T. Herring Est. 116 Nov. 18, 1938 295 62 52 214 54 32 1.8 285551 Mrs. Rosa McLean 58 do. 284 - 505 14 9 _/552 W. P. A. test 18 Nov. 30, 1938 256 78 7 - 201 10 2 60 225561 I. H. Welch 118 Jan. 24. 1939 221 ' - 220 16 12 &/ ~ -562 Sam Lyman 126 Nov. 18, 1958 244 - 244 17 13 b/ 1.5 -566 Otis Brans cum 99 Mar. 15, 1939 261 55 55 - 250 25 21 __/ 1.6 282567 Orbin Newell 98 Jan. 18, 1959 241 48 25 15 252 25 18 hf 214568 Earnest Jones 106. Dec. 22, 1958 255 - - 232 15 14 __/ - -570 G. E. Keller 122 Jan. 18, 1959 241 .52 26 .5 244 19 19 b/ - 256574 L. E. Davanay 110 Nov. 30, 1938 232 44 26 6 189 50 25 - 1.1 216576 Gentry Armstrong 109 Dec. 22, 1938 270 54 54 226 25 59 - 2.1 276578 S. E. Wallace 96 Jan. 18, 1959 281 - 256 27 21 b/ -c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 60.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.
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25 W. P. A. test 17 Feb. 23, 1939 6.54 5.44 .90 5.00 0.86 0.25 - - 12.45 ■115 J. S. Smith 100 Feb. 7, 1939 4.94 2.64 2.50 0.11 4.00 0.54 0.51 10.10159 A. Taylor 172 Dec. 19, 1958 3.42 1.92 1.50 0.74 5.50 0.42 0.37 .07 8.52144 Judge Buck Est. 192 Feb. 9, 1939 4.58 2.58 1.80 Q.95 4.60 0.4-2 0.51 - 10.66174 Mrs. G. B. Hackleman 165 Dec, 6, 1958 4.40 2.40 2.00 5.60 0.48 0.20 .05 " 8.71212 Mrs. Lottie Lust 185. Dec. 10, ±958 4,20 2.80 1.40 0.19 5.80 0.25 0.25 .07 .02 8.78215 E. R. Rothwell"" 240 Jan. 21, 1959 5.16 2.72 2.44 0.54 4.80 0.55 0.51 .06 11.00251 F. J. Hiltb runner 435 Mar. 30, 195 9 " 2.04 1.74 0.50 19.82 7.10 7.00 7.61 .15 45.72258 Callie Robert sen 580 Jan. 19, 1959 5.78 2.60 1.18 26.09 4.60 9.94 15.25 .10 _59.74261 Mrs. Clarence Byrnes 400 Jan. 50, 1939 0.60 0.54 0.06 18.40 7.50 4.57 7.19 .14 "'38.00271 U. P. Sharp 158 Nov. 17, 1958 5.10 2.40 2.70 - 4.'24 .'2 0 0.55 0.54 .15 .04 10.16282 Frank Annen 150 Mar. 8, 1959 5.50 2.80 2.70 0.10 ' 4.50 0.62 0.68 11.20505 Mrs. J. F. Wilheim 157 Jan. 20, 1959 6.58 5.22 5.16 5.50 6.70 1.01 1.97 19.56521 Arney Publi c School 169 Feb. 8, 1959 5.12 1,72 1.40 1.88 4.20 0.46 0,54 -_ 10.00405 Fred Hamm 80 Dec. 12, 1958 8.52 5.52 4.80 0.16 4.60 1.55 2.37 .15 "".01 ,16.96451 Will Graef 123 Jan. 21, 1959 4.04 2.46 1.58 5.10 0.51 0.42 .11 7.98499 J. B. Turner 101 Feb. 24, 1959 6.50 5.70 2.60 0.75 4.70 1.09 1.07 .08 .09 14.06549 C. T. Herring Est. 116 Nov. 18, 1938 5.70 5.10 2.60 0.02 5.50 1.15 0.90 .09 .10 11.44566 Otis Bronscum "99 Mar. 15, 1959' '5.64 "2.74 2.90 __= 4.10 0.52 0.59 jo§__ 10.95567 Orbin Newell 98 Jan. 18, 1959 4.28 2.40 "1.88 0.55 5.80 0.52 0.51 9.6657 OG. E. Keller 122 do. 4.72 2.62 2.10 0.21 4.00 0.59 0.54 _= _ 9.86576 Gentry Armstrong 109 Dec. 22, 1938 5.52 2.72 2.80 0.01 5.70 0.52 1.10 .11 .08 11.05
Map of Castro County, Texas,
showing locationsof water wells listed
